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1 Introduction

One of the key goals in addressing global warming is the reduction of carbon emissions. To

achieve this goal, central banks have begun to assess banking activities not only based on hard

economic factors such as expected cash flows, volatility, and security of investments, but also

on whether they align with specific green assumptions (“Green Central Banking”). As part of

this endeavour, policymakers (see Dombrovskis, 2017), central banks (Bank of England, 2021;

Bank for International Settlements, 2021; European Banking Authority, 2022; European

Commission, 2021a,b,c), and researchers (see Dafermos and Nikolaidi, 2021; Oehmke and

Opp, 2022a) have discussed the potential and risks of using capital requirements to reduce

carbon emissions. However, determining whether a firm is truly “green” in the regulator’s

sense is a challenging task, as it relies on limited information mostly provided by the firm

itself. Relying on rating agencies to assess a firm’s Environmental, Social, and Governance

(ESG) performance is also associated with disadvantages, as recent research by Avramov

et al. (2022) and Berg et al. (2022) highlights the shortcomings and uncertainty associated

with such ratings. Combined together, in the presence of ESG rating uncertainty and green-

/brownwashing by firms, the effectiveness of so-called “green capital requirements” could be

significantly impaired.

To model this effect, we propose a framework that incorporates the lack of information

about clean or dirty firms. Moreover, we analyze the resulting actions of the bank regulator

and the firms into different regimes of regulatory capital. We consider different capital

requirements for dirty and clean loans, with the former set higher than the latter to penalize

the financing of high-emission projects. In addition, the capital requirements for clean (dirty)

loans increase (decrease) according to the regulator’s view of the share of clean and dirty

firms. As a result, the difference in capital requirements (and the initial advantage of clean

loans) is reduced as the economy becomes greener.

The regulator’s scope includes not only the goal of financial stability but also the reduc-

tion of carbon emissions. We analyze the specific actions of the regulator, such as banks’
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preference for funding clean firms first, and how dirty firms may react in this situation. In all

cases, we also describe the implications for the deposit insurance subsidy as well as carbon

emissions.

Our main results are as follows: Green capital requirements, depending on the green-

friendly regulator’s belief about firm types, can lead to green- or brownwashing actions by

both types of firms. While dirty firms do not have an incentive for brownwashing, clean

firms may benefit from it if the effect is large enough, allowing them to secure funding before

others. Additionally, clean firms may also engage in greenwashing. By doing so, they can

decrease capital requirements for dirty loans, creating more equity available for funding clean

firms. However, this creates a potential incentive for dirty firms to engage in greenwashing

as well. Moreover, within our framework of rating uncertainty and green-/brownwashing

“jumps”, there can be adverse side effects on financial stability. These shocks in ESG ratings

can change the profitability ranking of clean and dirty loans, rendering funding in one firm

type no longer worthwhile and leading to potential financial problems. Furthermore, if

green-/brownwashing results in lower capital requirements for banks which are in financial

troubles, it can contribute to the instability of the banking sector through increased loan

defaults. Lower capital requirements also lead to a higher deposit insurance subsidy.

Our model is similar to that of Oehmke and Opp (2022a): It involves two types of firms,

clean and dirty. Banks have limited equity and can provide loans to both types of firms. The

loans are financed by a portion of the banks’ equity as well as deposits that they receive.

These loans are not secure and can potentially result in defaults. In such cases, banks first

use their equity to cover the losses, and the remaining loss is covered by a deposit insurance

subsidy provided by the bank regulator. To reduce the cost for the regulator and society as

a whole, he imposes capital requirements ensuring a higher portion of the loans is financed

by banks’ equity. This approach also leads to more conservative bank lending in the sense

of a higher equity ratio. In general, we assume that dirty firms are more profitable than

clean firms but also have higher carbon emissions. However, we discuss these assumptions
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and also consider other scenarios.

The novel feature in our model is the extension of the regulator’s imperfect information

about the distribution of funding between clean and dirty firms. Based on this information,

the regulator assumes a portion for both types of firms, which he takes into account when

setting appropriate capital requirements. This belief can be influenced by various parties

within or outside the financial market, such as clean and dirty firms, banks, lobbyists, Non-

Governmental Organizations (NGOs) like Greenpeace or The Last Generation, and others.

As a result, the regulator updates his assumption and adjusts the capital requirements

accordingly.

For example, banks funding dirty firms may hope for lower capital requirements if the

regulator believes that a significant proportion of firms are already clean (as there is no

longer a need for differential treatment of clean and dirty loans). Therefore, it is beneficial

for dirty firms or banks funding them to make him believe that the proportion of clean

funding is very high, regardless of the actual value. On the one hand, banks benefit from a

larger number of funded firms. On the other hand, lower capital requirements also increase

their deposit insurance subsidy from the regulator, effectively shifting the financial risk of

banks’ investments in dirty firms to society. If dirty firms or banks financing them engage

in such behavior, we refer to this as greenwashing.

Nevertheless, it may also be advantageous for clean firms or banks investing in them

to influence the regulator’s assumption, but in the opposite direction. Given that clean

firms generally experience lower profitability in their production and have limited options

to increase their short-term profitability, they may hope to improve their return on equity

(ROE) or reduce the ROE of dirty investments through the actions of the regulator. This

can be achieved by advocating for lower capital requirements for clean loans or higher capital

requirements for dirty loans, which would make investments in clean firms more affordable

or expensive for dirty firms, respectively. Therefore, it can be beneficial for clean firms or

the corresponding banks to manipulate the regulator’s assumption and make him believe
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that the proportion of dirty banks is very high. Similar to greenwashing, this action can be

defined as brownwashing.

First, we discuss the scenario where the regulator overestimates or underestimates the

true value of the portion of clean and dirty investments. Then, we analyze the impact

of brownwashing and greenwashing. As mentioned earlier, in our model, we assume that

capital requirements for clean and dirty loans vary depending on the regulator’s belief. This

results in lower capital requirements for one type of investment and generally higher capital

requirements for the other type when the regulator’s belief changes. One advantage for the

regulator is that deposit insurance subsidies increase for that type of investment with lower

capital requirements, while they decrease for the other type. The regulator tends to allocate

a higher deposit insurance subsidy to the type that is perceived as more significant.

However, there are risks involved if the regulator’s assumption deviates significantly from

reality. If there are numerous defaults among the investment type with lower capital require-

ments, the deposit insurance subsidy will substantially increase. Consequently, both green-

and brownwashing can lead to an inaccurate risk evaluation and pose a threat to financial

stability. Moreover, greenwashing, brownwashing, or a significant jump in the ESG ratings

can also have negative implications from the banks’ perspective. When there is a shift in the

regulator’s belief that results in a substantial change in capital requirements, it can lead to

a shift in the ranking of ROE. In other words, clean firms may receive funding priority de-

spite having lower profitability compared to dirty firms. If the regulator also aims to reduce

carbon emissions, this change in the investment ranking can help to achieve that goal.

In summary, both green- and brownwashing can result in distortions in terms of accurate

risk estimation and financial stability, especially when they impact the regulator’s incorrect

belief regarding the proportion of clean and dirty investments in the financial market. How-

ever, these actions by firms or banks are a consequence of the previous decisions made by

central banks and regulators. The policy implemented by these institutions, which involves

stronger consideration of environmental effects and the penalization of dirty production while
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indirectly supporting green-friendly practices, creates incentives for firms to benefit from this

policy, even if they do not truly meet the regulator’s expectations in reality. Since it does

not guarantee the complete exclusion of funding for dirty firms, there are limitations of this

policy. Banks are still willing to finance such firms as long as their investments remain

profitable, even if the capital requirements are set at the highest level of 100 %.

Regulators can respond to actions like green- and brownwashing in various ways. While

a prohibition of such actions may not be practical or effective (since they cannot be really

checked), there are other approaches that they can consider. Regulators must make deci-

sions on how much new public information should influence their policies, goals, and future

controls. It makes sense for regulators to update their beliefs about the distribution between

clean and dirty firms periodically. However, these shifts should not occur too frequently to

lower the incentives of manipulations. Moreover, they should be based on different sources

of information, events, and other fundamental factors (like independent controls). All these

actions not only affect regulators but also have implications for consumers, politicians, and

future employees who are interested in supporting a green-friendly economy through their

purchasing decisions, taxation policies, and providing human capital.

In addition, regulators can set a portion of capital requirements independent of their

belief and firm type. This approach helps balance the information and risk uncertainties.

Investing in clean firms can also be more beneficial for banks, as it not only reduces capital

requirements but also increases profitability if the return on such investments improves.

Regulators can support clean firms by making their investments more affordable. However,

completely excluding dirty firms from funding requires the profitability of such firms to be

negative. This can be achieved through measures such as carbon emissions taxation or

requirements for investments to be used for green-friendly technology transfer.

The proposed model builds on and extends existing literature in this field: The debate on

incorporating climate-related risks into bank regulation has been advanced by the conceptual

framework developed by Oehmke and Opp (2022a). Our paper significantly extends their
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work by incorporating two of the most important practical issues in sustainable finance:

ESG rating uncertainty and firms’ incentives to engage in greenwashing.

Indeed, the effects of climate change on banks are also a topic of discussion within central

banks, and several studies examine this issue. Besides others, Shala (2022), Meireles and

Sarmento (2012) and Ernst et al. (2022) contribute to this area of research. The analysis of

asset pricing and portfolio implications under ESG rating uncertainty gains attention from

researchers, including Avramov et al. (2022) and Berg et al. (2022), among others. Effects on

the behavior of individuals and firms based on their information about climate aspects are

analyzed by various researchers, e. g. Bernard et al. (2022) and Ardia et al. (2020). Gropp

et al. (2019), Greenwood and Thesmar (2011), Eisenbach et al. (2021) and Meinerding et al.

(2023) consider effects and actions of firms related to their risk attitude, Fang et al. (2023)

examine this question under financial fractions and policy uncertainty. Dewatripont and

Tirole (2022) discuss the morality of markets and show that intense competition may reduce

the standards of very ethical firms if profitable firms do not alter.

Implications of greenhouse gas emissions and other relevant “green” indicators on the

policy of bank regulators and central banks are considered by von Kalckreuth (2022), Giova-

nardi et al. (2022), Schoenmaker (2021) and Hong et al. (2021). Moreover, Hong et al. (2020)

explore the adaption of society to manage disaster risks to capital shocks. Relationships

between financial constraints and environmental policy are e. g. analyzed by Döttling and

Rola-Janicka (2023) and Heider and Inderst (2023). Climate and macroprudential policies

in an economy with frictions and transition risk are studied by Carattini et al. (2021). Other

possible actions such as unconventional monetary policy, taxation or green quantitative

easing done by regulators and policy makers are discussed by Papoutsi et al. (2022), Benmir

et al. (2021), Abiry et al. (2022), and Ferrari and Nispi Landi (2022). Moreover, Thakor

(2021), Degryse et al. (2022), Mueller and Sfrappini (2022) and Giannetti et al. (2023)

analyze the influence of such policies to bank credit allocation, lending and capital structure.

The impact as well as the limits of a green supporting and a dirty penalizing factor on
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climate-related financial risks are e. g. discovered by Dafermos and Nikolaidi (2021) and

Thomä and Gibhardt (2019). Camous and Van der Ghote (2022a,b) discuss expectations

and misperceptions within this context and face potential consequences. Moreover, Oehmke

and Opp (2022b) also propose a theory of socially responsible investment by characterizing

conditions under which corresponding investors impact firms which produce social costs.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the financial model,

the relevant actors, notations and the baseline assumptions about imperfect information.

Next, in Section 3, we state our main results. Afterwards, we also state some possible

extensions of our model for further research in Section 4 and close the paper with a conclusion

in Section 5.

2 Model

Let us consider two points of time (t = 0, 1). By assuming no inflation in the market, it

simplifies the model and allows for a more straightforward comparison of values and outcomes

between the two time periods. However, it is important to note that the possibility of inflation

can still be incorporated into the model if needed, but its inclusion may not significantly

impact the main results of the paper.

2.1 Market participants

Having three types of market participants with different information sets adds complexity

to the model and allows for a more realistic representation of the market dynamics. The

differing information sets among the participants can lead to different decision-making

processes and outcomes. It is worth noting that the model being based on the analogous

one in Oehmke and Opp (2022a) provides a foundation for the analysis and allows for a

comparison of results between the two studies.
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Firms. The differentiation between clean firms (C) and dirty firms (D) allows for an ex-

amination of the influence of green capital requirements in the market. By introducing two

types of firms, the model can analyze the effects of interventions that specifically favor or

prioritize clean firms. This can include actions such as setting lower capital requirements for

loans to clean firms or providing incentives for their investments. The assumption that firms

are cashless and infinitesimal ensures that individual firms’ actions do not have a significant

impact on the overall market dynamics. Instead, the focus is on how the collective behavior

of clean and dirty firms, as well as the regulatory interventions, shape the market outcomes.

The fraction of each type q ∈ {C,D} is given by πq =
nq

nC+nD
where we have πC + πD = 1.

Note that clean and dirty firms can do green- or brown washing, i. e. making the regulator

believe that the fraction of each type is different than it actually is.

In this financial market setting, firms altogether require an initial investment of I > 0 at

t = 0 where we assume that each firm needs an investment of 1, i. e. nC+nD = I. Cash flows

are realized at t = 1, i. e. firms of type q need investment of Iq := πqI. The cash flows for

the firms are assumed to follow a log-normal distribution with parameters µq and σq, which

are specific to each firm type. The expected cash flow is described by Xq and let us define

the net present value (NPV) by NPVq := Xq − Iq.

Assumption 1 It holds that NPVq > 0 for each q ∈ {C,D}, but dirty firms are more

profitable than green ones, indicated by NPVD > NPVC.

The assumption that clean firms incur investments to improve their environmental

status is indeed supported by historical evidence. Transitioning to greener practices often

requires substantial investments in renewable energy sources, energy-efficient technologies,

waste management systems, and other sustainable practices. These investments can

reduce the profitability of clean firms in the short term, as they allocate resources towards

environmentally friendly initiatives rather than maximizing immediate financial returns. On
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the other hand, carbon emissions of each firm of type q are described by ϕq where we have

ϕD > ϕC ≡ 0. This crossing over of high profitability with high carbon emissions and low

profitability with low carbon emissions is also described in Dewatripont and Tirole (2022).

Banks. Firms can lend money for their production from a continuum of competitive and

ex-ante identical banks. Altogether, banks have mass one and are endowed with fixed inside

equity E < I which represents the overall amount of equity in the banking sector. This

assumption implies that the available equity alone is insufficient to fully finance the assets

of all firms. Moreover, it reflects the reality that banks typically rely on a combination of

their own equity and external funding sources, such as deposits, to meet the financing needs

of firms. By accepting deposits, banks are able to increase their available funds and allocate

them towards lending to firms. The deposits provided by depositors represent a form of

external funding for banks and play a crucial role in enabling banks to meet the investment

requirements of firms. If equity E is therefore not enough to to finance an asset A, banks

can ask for additional deposit funding D from competitive depositors, which means

A = E +D.

As in Oehmke and Opp (2022a), we assume for simplicity that banks cannot increase

their equity since the associated cost equity issuance is very high. Moreover, to provide

subsidies for deposit financing we assume that deposit insurance is possible, but not priced.

The bank can split its loans into clean and dirty firms, respectively. Let therefore w =

(wC , wD) denote the vector of bank loan portfolio weights for clean and dirty firms. Let us

define e := E/A as the bank’s equity ratio and rE(w, e) as the bank’s expected return on

equity (ROE). The banks’ objective is to maximize the value of their equity, i. e.

V = max
e,w

E · (1 + rE(w, e)). (1)
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For fixed E, bank managers aim to maximize the ROE which is also consistent to practical

experience. Since we have assumed a zero interest rate, a positive ROE is the prize of the

bank for lending its money to firms.

Banks know the exact fraction πC of clean firms, but they can also do green- or brown

washing in order to make the regulator believe in a different value.

Bank regulator. The bank regulator, such as a central bank, plays a crucial role in setting

loan capital requirements for banks. These capital requirements serve as a regulatory tool to

manage and mitigate risks within the financial sector and promote financial stability. In the

given model, the bank regulator sets loan capital requirements for each firm type (clean and

dirty) denoted by eq. These requirements are designed in a way that the bank’s equity ratio

(e) must satisfy a constraint. The equity ratio represents the proportion of a bank’s equity

to its total assets. If the benchmark is set to 0, the constraint is always satisfied since e ≥ 0,

meaning that the bank has no restrictions on its lending activities. On the other extreme, if

the benchmark is set to 1, the constraint is highly restrictive. In this case, the bank can only

use its own equity for loans to firms. By implementing loan capital requirements, the bank

regulator aims to strike a balance between promoting lending activity to support economic

growth and ensuring the soundness and stability of the financial system.

Compared to the definition of the bank’s objective function (see (1)), the (prudential)

regulator’s goal is to maximize his prudential profitability index PPIq for each firm type

q ∈ {C,D} which represents the surplus for the prudential regulator per unit of bank equity

considering the capital requirements eq for type q firms, given by

PPIq(eq) =
NPVq −λ · PUTq(eq)

eqIq
. (2)
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His objective function can be then expressed by (cf. (Oehmke and Opp, 2022a, Section 4.1)):

Ω := E ·

(
max

e

∑
q

ω̃q(e) · PPIq(eq)

)
, (3)

where e = (eC , eD) and ω̃q ∈ [0, 1] represents the fraction of bank equity E which is used for

funding firms of type q.

On the other hand, if the mandate of the bank regulator is broader and includes envi-

ronmental issues (“green mandate”) it is also in the scope of the “green” regulator to reduce

external environmental risks. His objective function is therefore complemented by a carbon

factor ϕq for firms of type q and the PPI changes to social profitability index SPIq for firms

of type q ∈ {C,D} (cf. Oehmke and Opp (2022a)).

Let us now state the assumption about imperfect information on the regulator’s side

which is one of the main novels of this paper.

Assumption 2 In the model, the exact type of each firm (clean or dirty) is not directly

observable by the bank regulator. This lack of observability introduces information asymmetry

into the market. The regulator does not have perfect knowledge about the true fraction πq,

which represents the proportion of clean or dirty firms in the market.

Indeed, in reality, firms’ environmental status is not always readily observable by exter-

nal parties such as regulators. Firms may have various incentives to withhold or manipulate

information about their environmental practices, making it difficult for authorities to ac-

curately assess their true status. This lack of transparency and the potential for firms to

misrepresent their environmental status further contribute to the information asymmetry in

the market. This lack of information adds to the complexity of decision-making and strategic

behavior for regulators in the market.
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Figure 1: Timeline of the model

2.2 Imperfect information

To make the information structure more clear, let us describe the timeline of the model

(see Figure 1): The regulator first assumes the portion of clean firms (p), see time point

1. This value can be influenced by green-/brownwashing by firms (time points 2 and 3).

Afterwards, the regulator sets capital requirements for clean and dirty loans which banks

have to satisfy. When banks give loans to firms the latter have to reveal the former their

true type (time point 5). The regulator can then face the exact firm type at time point 6

when he checks the banks’ portfolio weights.

The assumption that the bank regulator does not have full information about the firm’s

type and the exact portion πq of clean and dirty firms is indeed novel and introduces an ele-

ment of uncertainty and imperfect information into the model. This assumption is motivated

by practical considerations and real-world dynamics observed in competitive markets.

In reality, firms have incentives to protect their proprietary information and strategic

advantages, which may include their environmental status or sustainability practices. Dis-

closing such information to competitors or regulators could potentially expose them to eco-

nomic attacks or regulatory actions that may affect their profitability or market position.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that firms do not willingly reveal their exact firm type

or the proportion of clean and dirty firms in the market.

Furthermore, the presence of a regulatory authority can create additional incentives for

firms to manipulate information or engage in deceptive practices to influence the regulator’s
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actions in a way that benefits their own interests. In the context of ESG ratings, rating

uncertainty is an important factor to consider (cf. e. g. Avramov et al. (2022), Berg et al.

(2021) or Berg et al. (2022)). ESG ratings are subject to various methodologies, data sources,

and subjective judgments, leading to potential discrepancies and volatility in the ratings

assigned to firms. As a result, the regulator’s determination of the portion of clean firms

based on ESG ratings is likely to be volatile and subject to change if ratings are updated or

revised. By incorporating these elements of imperfect information and rating uncertainty,

the model captures the realistic dynamics and challenges faced by regulators in assessing

and regulating the environmental performance of firms. Indeed, imperfect information can

contribute to higher volatility in the economy, particularly during times of financial crises,

cf. Hollmayr and Kuehl (2016). Similar examples for dealing with imperfect information

on the regulator’s side, especially for environment saving regulation, is a longer topic in

financial research. One example is the work of Kwerel (1977), who discuss the challenges

and strategies for regulatory decision-making under imperfect information.

In the given scenario, the regulator does not possess complete information regarding the

true type q of a firm. Instead, the regulator holds an expectation, denoted as p, representing

the probability or belief that a firm is of type C (clean). To regulate the capital requirements

for each firm type q, the bank regulator establishes loan capital requirements eq(p) for each

firm type q. These capital requirements dictate that the bank’s equity ratio e must satisfy

the condition

e ≥ emin(w, p) := wC · eC(p) + wD · eD(p). (4)

Let us assume that eC(p) is an increasing function in p where eD(p) is decreasing in p.

This means that the regulator increases the capital requirements for loans to firms of type q

in the way that it expects a dominant proportion of such firms to be. Since p represents the

expected fraction of clean firms, capital requirements tend to increase the larger p is. On the

other hand, a small p represents a dominant fraction of dirty firms. Therefore, eD should

decrease in p. Reasons for the assumptions concerning the monotonicity of the capital re-
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quirement functions are given in relevant literature: Bernanke et al. (1999) build a framework

which exhibits a financial accelerator, in that endogenous developments in credit markets

work to strengthen and spread shocks to the macroeconomy. First discussions to counter-

cyclical capital buffers and endogenization of capital requirements, also based on analysis of

Basel I and II regulations, are done by e. g. Dewatripont and Tirole (2012) and Repullo et al.

(2010); Repullo (2013). Then, Malherbe (2015) shows that optimal capital requirements are

decreasing in expected productivity and increasing in aggregate bank capital. Therefore, as

a consequence, optimal capital requirements should be higher in good times, and conversely.

Furthermore, Canta (2015) develops a microfoundation macroeconomic model and finds out

that required regulatory capital will be always higher in the expansionary phase of the busi-

ness cycle, such that banks can build up a capital buffer which is used in recessionary phases.

Optimal capital requirements in a setting of commercial and shadow banks where only the

former face these requirements are discussed by Plantin (2015), Zhang (2020), and Begenau

and Landvoigt (2022). The authors show how time-varying capital requirements influence

lending interest rate, leverage, credit supply, and risk-taking. Transferring these results to

our model, it follows that green capital requirements should also be set countercyclically: If

the regulator expects a high proportion of dirty firms (low p) and therefore in higher loans

to this firm type, the requirements for these loans should be very high, while those for clean

loans should be set tightly. Conversely, if most firms are expected to be clean (high p) and

therefore there are more clean loans, capital requirements for dirty loans can be lowered while

those for clean credits should be increased. T Nevertheless, we assume that eC(p) ≤ eD(p)

for every p. This implies that regardless of the regulator’s expectation of the portion of clean

or dirty firms, the capital requirements for dirty loans are always higher than those for clean

loans. This disparity in capital requirements reflects the regulator’s preference for promoting

clean firms and ensuring that banks lending to this firm type have relatively lower capital

requirements compared to lending to dirty firms.

In Appendix A.5 we also consider the easier case that eC(p) = eD(p) for all p ∈ [0, 1] which
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means that the bank regulator sets loan capital requirements e(p) for each firm independent

from its type. In other words, banks are required to maintain a minimum equity ratio e that

satisfies e ≥ e(p), regardless of whether they are lending to clean or dirty firms.

3 Results

Our analysis is based on recent work that provides equilibrium values for exogenously set

capital requirements. Specifically, we build on the studies by Oehmke and Opp (2022a) and

Harris et al. (2020) and only state the main results without proofs as a starting point for our

analysis. According to their results, banks in the model choose to operate with the minimum

equity ratio that is acceptable to the regulator. In practice, this implies that banks will rely

on deposit funding as much as possible, rather than using their own equity. The presence of

deposit insurance in the model is also considered. Deposit insurance acts as a subsidy for

deposit funding, providing a level of protection to depositors in case of bank failure. This

subsidy encourages banks to rely more on deposit funding since it reduces their exposure to

risk. Furthermore, the analysis assumes that banks choose specialized portfolios in terms of

the types of firms they fund. In other words, banks allocate their funds either to clean firms

or to dirty firms, based on their risk-return considerations and the regulatory environment.

The preference type of a bank is determined by its objective function (1), which is the

maximal ROE depending on the maximum interest rate a borrower is willing to pay for

the loan from the bank. Assuming that borrowers are dependent on banks for financing

and cannot access alternative sources such as the bond market, the maximum ROE that a

borrower can offer to a bank is given by the equation:

rmax
q (eq) =

NPVq +PUTq(eq)

Iqeq
, (5)

where PUTq(eq) denotes the contribution of the loan to the bank’s deposit insurance put
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and is given by

PUTq(eq) = E [max{Iq(1− eq)−Xq(s), 0}] .

The PUT can be interpreted as follow: If the investment fails and the cash flow of the

type q firm is lower than the investment, i. e. Xq − Iq < 0, the bank will first finance the loss

by its equity. But if the loss exceeds the invested equity Iqeq, the bank’s deposit insurance

put prevents the bank from loss in its deposit funding.

In the model, the reservation prices of clean and dirty firms determine the demand curve

for equity. This demand curve takes the form of a step function. When banks have sufficient

equity E, they fully fund their preferred type of firm, referred to as inframarginal borrowers.

In this case, the equity is allocated to fully finance the preferred firm type according to the

banks’ profitability considerations. However, if the available equity is not enough to fully

fund all the preferred firms, the remaining equity is used to partially finance the second

preferred type of firm, the marginal borrowers (cf. (Oehmke and Opp, 2022a, Result 1)).

The allocation of equity between the two types of firms depends not only on the firms’ net

present value but also on the capital requirements set by the regulator, which are based on

the regulator’s belief p about the firms.

3.1 Over- and underestimating of firm types

Let us first examine the effects of over- and underestimating the real portion of firm types

p by the regulator. Let us discuss these effects compared to the situation where the regulator

is fully or correctly informed, i. e. p = πC . By our assumption about the properties of the

capital requirement functions it holds:

Proposition 1 If p > πC, banks financing clean firms will face higher capital requirements

while these financing dirty firms will face lower ones. The ROE of dirty loans increases,

while this of clean loans shrinks, and more dirty firms can secure funding, leading to higher

carbon emissions, and the deposit insurance subsidy for dirty loans will be higher.
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On the other hand if p < πC, banks financing dirty firms will face higher capital requirements

while these financing clean firms will face lower ones. The ROE of dirty loans decreases,

while this of clean loans grows, and fewer dirty firms will be able to obtain funding, leading

to lower carbon emissions, and the deposit insurance subsidy for dirty loans will be lower.

The proof can be found in Appendix A.1.

Let us give an example for this model to show the preferences of banks and how different

expectations about the portion of firm types influence the funding of firms.

Example 3 The equity of the bank is given by E = 6. Let the investment need of both

clean and dirty firms is equal at IC = ID = 10, so the portion of clean firms are 50 %,

i. e. πC = 1/2. Dirty firms are more profitable, withy XD = 70 and XC = 60, resulting

in NPVD = 20 and NPVC = 10. Let us fix p∗ = 9/10 and let be the capital requirement

functions given by eD(p) = 1− 1
2
p for dirty loans and eC(p) =

1
2
p for clean loans. Therefore,

we have that eD(p
∗) = 11/20 < 6/10 = E/I, i. e. dirty firms are fully funded with partial

equity of 11
2
. The remaining equity 1

2
is left for clean firms. But for funding they need of

equity which is not enough, therefore they are only partially funded by 10
9
since the condition

is e(p∗) = 9
20

= 1
2I
, which corresponds to 11.1 % of clean firms.

On the other hand, if the regulator knows the real portion of clean and dirty firms, i. e.

πC, then eD(πC) = 3/4 and eC(πC) = 1/4. Therefore, we have that eD(πC) > 6/10 = E/I,

i. e. dirty firms are only partially funded with partial investment of 8 and the whole equity is

used for it. Therefore, only 80 % of dirty firms are funded and no clean firm is funded.

Let us now describe the effect of a wrong belief of the regulator when choosing the capital

requirements for the special goal.

Proposition 2 Let eD > eC for all p.

(i) If the regulator chooses eC(p) and eD(p) assuming that all firms are fully funded, i. e.

E = (eC(p)p+ eD(p)(1− p))I, the following effects occur: If p < πC, there will not be
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enough equity available to fund all the clean firms. If p > πC, all firms will be fully

funded and the deposit insurance subsidy will be decreased.

(ii) If the regulator chooses eC(p) and eD(p) assuming that clean firms are funded first, i. e.

E = eC(p)pI, the following effects occur: If p < πC, there will not be enough equity

available to fund all the clean firms and only a portion p/πC of clean firms can be

funded. If p > πC, all clean firms will be fully funded and the deposit insurance subsidy

for clean loans will be decreased.

Indeed, if the regulator overestimates the portion of clean firms (i. e. p > πC) it means

that he believes there are more clean firms in the market than there actually are. As

a result, the regulator would still achieve their goal of funding all clean firms since the

capital requirements would be set lower than necessary. This would lead to a lower deposit

insurance subsidy. On the other hand, if the regulator overestimates the portion of dirty

firms (i. e. p < πC) he would not be able to fund all clean firms since the capital requirements

would be higher than necessary. This means that some clean firms would not receive the

desired funding, as the available equity would not be sufficient to meet the higher capital

requirements. Consequently, the regulator would not fully achieve their goal.

3.2 The effect of green- and brownwashing

Indeed, firms have an incentive to influence the belief of the regulator in order to in-

crease their funding from banks. By manipulating the perception of the regulator, firms can

potentially benefit from weaker restrictions or requirements, leading to increased access to

financing. This manipulation of the regulator’s belief is commonly referred to as greenwash-

ing. It involves presenting or marketing a firm’s activities, products, or practices as more

environmentally friendly or sustainable than they actually are.

Since we consider different capital requirement functions eC and eD for clean and dirty

loans, respectively, we have that eD(p) is decreasing and eC(p) is increasing in p. Therefore,
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a lower eD(p) leads to a higher deposit insurance subsidy for dirty loans, since we have for

p0 < p1 that

PUTD(eD(p0)) = E [max{ID(1− eD(p0))−XD(s), 0}]

< E [max{ID(1− eD(p1))−XD(s), 0}] = PUTD(eD(p1)).

This means, that greenwashing – no matter by which firm type – increases the subsidy related

to dirty loans for the regulator and this is in general not what he has in mind.

In our situation, dirty firms are more profitable than clean ones and therefore it is harder

for the latter to get funded. Greenwashing (i. e. increasing p) leads to higher capital re-

quirements for clean loans while those of dirty loans go down. On the one hand this means

that clean firms do not have a priori an incentive for greenwashing since this lowers their

ROE. On the other hand, they may nevertheless be forced to do it because lower capital

requirements for dirty loans help them to get funded by banks. We will discuss these cases in

detail: We will consider under which conditions dirty and clean firms first have an incentive

for greenwashing. Moreover, we will mark the value of the updated probability p until which

the firms will intervene. Since our functions eq are continuous and monotone in p, we can

expect that there exist inverse functions e−1
q . The result is then stated as follow.

Theorem 4

(i) If dirty firms are only partially funded, i. e. E < eD(p)ID, then dirty firms are willing

to pay to increase the value of p to p̃ which is determined by p̃ = e−1
D ( E

ID
).

(ii) If clean firms are either not funded or only partially funded, i. e. E < eC(p)IC+eD(p)ID,

then clean firms are willing to pay to increase the value of p to p̃ which is determined

by p̃ = e−1
C (E−eD(p̃)ID

IC
).

The proof is found in Appendix A.1.
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Of course, greenwashing is not free of charge. Therefore, dirty firms have to decide if

the costs of greenwashing are worth it to get funded by banks. We will now examine the

equilibrium price which a firm of type q is willing to pay for this greenwashing.

Dirty firms are willing to pay some amount K to change p to a new probability p̃ as long

as its price does not change the fact that rmax,K
D (eD(p̃)) > rmax

C (eC(p̃)) where rmax,K
q (eq) :=

NPVq −K+PUTq(eq)

Iqeq
. Their goal is to reduce eD(p̃) such that their ROE rmax

D is higher and banks

have more means for funding clean and dirty firms. Otherwise, this intervention changes the

ranking of the borrower types and induces substitution between these two types. Therefore,

it may happen that dirty firms are not willing to increase p such that all dirty firms are

funded. It extremely depends on this cost and the profitability of dirty firms. Since eD is

decreasing in p, it means that dirty firms try to increase p. This implies a higher eC for clean

firms since this function is increasing in p. This is illustrated in the left picture of Figure 2.

Theorem 5 (Dirty firms’ intervention) Let p be such that E < eD(p)ID. Let us suppose

that dirty firms pay a maximal amount K for a new probability p̃ such that rmax,K
D (eD(p̃)) >

rmax
C (eC(p̃)).

(i) If K is chosen such that p̃ = e−1
D (E/ID), then all dirty firms are fully funded (where

the used equity for it is given by eD(p̃)ID) and no clean firm is funded.

(ii) If K is chosen such that p̃ > e−1
D (E/ID), then more dirty firms are partially funded

(where the whole equity E is used for it) and no clean firms are funded.

Summing up, dirty firms have an incentive for greenwashing only if they are not fully

funded. They aim to convince the bank regulator that a higher proportion of firms are clean,

which leads to a lower capital requirement for dirty loans and a higher capital requirement

for clean loans. Dirty firms engage in greenwashing until all of them are funded. If the cost

of greenwashing is sufficiently low, dirty firms will continue manipulating the regulator’s

belief until all of them secure funding. The subsidy of the loan deposit insurance exhibits

changes. It increases for dirty loans as the portion of equity in their investments decreases,
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Figure 2: Dirty/Clean firm’s intervention - greenwashing: By greenwashing the ROE for
dirty (red) firms increases while it decreases for clean firms (dashed lines). Moreover, the
equity which is needed for funding dirty firms lowers, while it goes up for clean firms. This
is represented by a change of the length of the lines (left panel). Carbon emissions for clean
(green), dirty (red) firms and combined (blue) depending on p under greenwashing of dirty

firms, while the capital requirement for clean loans stay constant (right panel).

leading to higher risk for payout to bank security holders. On the other hand, it decreases

for clean loans as more equity is allocated to funding the same number of clean firms. The

increase in the subsidy for dirty loans and the decrease for clean loans pose a disadvantage

for the bank regulator. By implicitly providing a bailout guarantee for debtholders of dirty

investments, the regulator exposes himself to potential financial risks. An income effect is

observed, where the same number of dirty firms is funded with less equity, while more equity

is utilized to fund the same number of clean firms.

Furthermore, we describe the effects of greenwashing by dirty firms on carbon emissions

when not all dirty firms are funded (otherwise there is no need for dirty firms to do so). For

that we suppose that the capital requirements for clean loans stay constant.

Proposition 3 Let us suppose that the capital requirements eD(p) for dirty loans decrease

for higher p while those of clean loans eD(p) remain fix. Moreover, dirty firms are the banks’

preferred type, but not all dirty firms are fully funded. Then greenwashing leads to higher

carbon emissions.

This effect is represented in the right picture of Figure 2.
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Let us now consider actions of clean firms: they are willing to pay some amount K to

change p to a new probability p̃ as long as their ROE stays positive, i. e. rmax,K
C (eC(p̃)) > 0.

Otherwise, the bank has no incentive to fund them. Unlike dirty firms, where an increase

in p reduces their capital requirements and leads to higher funding, the situation for clean

firms is more intricate. The reason is that a higher p leads to higher capital requirements for

clean loans since eC(p) is increasing in p. Assuming that p is such that not all clean firms

are funded by banks, clean firms have several options to act in order to secure funding:

• First, greenwashing, i. e. increasing the value of p leads to lower capital requirements

for dirty loans. This means that a smaller portion of equity is required by banks to

finance dirty firms. As a result, dirty firms can secure funding with a relatively smaller

equity contribution, which may be advantageous for them. On the other hand, for

clean loans, a higher p results in increased capital requirements. This implies that a

larger portion of equity is needed by banks to finance clean firms.

• Indeed, clean firms have the option of pursuing brownwashing as a strategy to address

the issue of reduced funding. By lowering the value of p, the capital requirements

for clean loans, eC , decrease, resulting in a smaller portion of equity being used for

financing clean firms. This can lead to a higher level of funding for clean firms. At the

same time, a lower p increases the capital requirements for dirty loans, eD, meaning

a larger portion of equity is needed for financing dirty firms. The decision to pursue

brownwashing as a strategy depends on several factors:

(a) The specific values of eC and eD: Clean firms need to assess whether the decrease

in capital requirements for their loans is significant enough to justify the strategy.

If the reduction in capital requirements is substantial, it may result in a higher

portion of clean firms being funded, as illustrated in the left picture of Figure 3.

(b) The impact on relative profitability: Lowering p not only affects the capital re-

quirements but also influences the ROE for financing both clean and dirty firm.
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Figure 3: Clean firm’s intervention - brownwashing: By brownwashing the ROE for
financing dirty (red) firms descreases while it increases for clean firms (dashed lines).

Additionally, the equity which is needed for funding dirty firms increases, while it decreases
for clean firms. This is represented by a change of the length of the clean (left panel).
Carbon emissions for clean firms (green) and combined (blue) depending on p under
green-/brownwashing of clean firms, while the capital requirement for dirty loans and

therefore the carbon emissions for dirty firms (red) are fixed (right panel).

If the decrease in capital requirements for clean loans leads to a higher ROE for

funding clean firms compared to dirty firms, it creates a substitution effect. This

means that banks find it more profitable to fund clean firms, given the lower

capital requirements and higher ROE.

Theorem 6 (Clean firms’ intervention) Let the probability p be such that E <

eD(p)ID + eC(p)IC.

(i) If clean firms are willing to pay a maximal amount K such that eD(p̃)ID < E <

eD(p̃)ID + eC(p̃)IC, then all dirty firms are fully funded using equity eD(p̃)ID, and

clean firms are partially funded using remaining equity E − eD(p̃)ID.

(ii) If clean firms are willing to pay a maximal amount K such that E > eD(p̃)ID+eC(p̃)IC,

then, all firms are fully funded.

(iii) If clean firms are willing to pay a maximal amount K be such that rmax,K
C (eC(p̃)) >

rmax
D (eD(p̃)). Then:
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(a) If eC(p̃)IC < E < eD(p̃)ID + eC(p̃)IC, all clean firms are fully funded using equity

eC(p̃)IC, and dirty firms are using remaining equity E − eD(p̃)ID.

(b) Otherwise if E < eC(p̃)IC, clean firms are partially funded using whole equity E

and no dirty firm is funded.

Let us discuss the two different actions of clean firms on the deposit insurance subsidy

which is relevant for the bank regulator:

• greenwashing results in a higher subsidy for dirty loans since it leads to a decrease in

capital requirements for them (lower eD(p̃)). On the other hand, the subsidy for clean

loans will reduce (higher eC(p̃)). This is not the intention of a green-friendly regulator.

Therefore, he has no incentive to support this action – especially in this case where

only dirty firms are funded and no clean ones.

• brownwashing increases the capital requirements for dirty loans (higher eD) or reduces

funding for dirty firms due to the substitution effect. This leads to a higher deposit

insurance subsidy for dirty loans. Moreover, the subsidy of clean loans will increase by

the reduction of capital requirements. For a green-friendly bank regulator this effect is

very attractive. It is important to note that the increased subsidy for clean loans and

reduced diversification of investment types may lead to higher risks. If there is a crisis

specific to clean firms, the reduced diversification may result in financial frictions.

Moreover, we describe the effects of green- and brownwashing by clean firms on carbon

emissions. For that we suppose that the capital requirements for dirty loans stay constant.

Proposition 4 Let us suppose that there the capital requirements eC(p) for clean loans in-

crease for higher p where these of dirty loans eD(p) are fixed. Moreover, dirty firms are the

banks’ preferred type. Then greenwashing leads to lower carbon emissions where brownwash-

ing increases carbon emissions.
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This effect is represented in Figure 3.

Let us summarize the effects of green- and brownwashing, i. e. p1 > p0 > p2, for a

different capital requirement functions eC(p) and eD(p) for clean and dirty loans, respectively,

depending on the regulator’s belief p. We start with greenwashing: it leads to a decrease

in capital requirements for dirty loans and an increase in requirements for clean ones. This

means that banks find it cheaper to fund dirty firms and more expensive to fund clean

firms. So, more dirty firms can be funded due to the lower capital requirements, as they

are the preferred type for banks. If all dirty firms are fully funded, there is a possibility

of more clean firms being funded as well. However, higher capital requirements for clean

loans may result in fewer clean firms being funded. With more dirty firms being funded and

potentially fewer clean firms, the carbon emissions in the economy may rise. Furthermore,

the deposit insurance subsidy for the regulator increases for dirty investments due to the

lower capital requirements. At the same time, the subsidy decreases for clean investments

as the capital requirements are higher. This means that the regulator and society bear more

risks associated with dirty investments while the risks for clean investments decrease.

Brownwashing has slightly different effects compared to greenwashing. It leads to an

increase in capital requirements for dirty loans and a decrease in requirements for clean

loans. This makes it more expensive for banks to fund dirty firms and cheaper for them

to fund clean firms. If brownwashing is significant enough, a substitution effect may occur

where clean firms become the preferred type for banks and are funded first. With fewer

dirty firms being funded, the overall carbon emissions in the economy may decrease. The

regulator bears fewer risks associated with dirty investments. However, there may be an

increased risk for society, as risks from clean investments are taken over by society.

Let us assume that the regulator faces the Principles of Optimal Prudential Regulation

(cf. (Oehmke and Opp, 2022a, Proposition 3)). When considering the effects of green- and

brownwashing on different sizes of equity E, we assume that there is a small change in the

regulator’s belief regarding the portion of clean and dirty firms. This small change implies
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that the ranking between clean and dirty firms does not change, and dirty firms are still

funded at first. The other case of a large implication such that the ranking between these

two firm types changes is considered in Subsection 3.3. We examine the effects of changes

in the capital requirements eC and eD for clean and dirty loans, respectively, based on the

size of equity E.

Proposition 5 Let the regulator follow the Principles of Optimal Prudential Regulation.

Under the assumption that dirty firms are the banks’ preferred type and a marginal change

in regulator’s expectation from p to p∗ does not change the ranking between these firm types,

we can observe the following effects:

• If p∗ < p, the capital requirements eD increase while eC remain uneffected if clean firms

are only partially funded, but decrease if all firms are fully funded.

• If p∗ > p, the capital requirements eD decrease while eC remain uneffected if clean firms

are only partially funded, but increase if all firms are fully funded.

Let us consider the development of capital requirements eC and eD depending on the

available equity E when we compare the their values for p = πC and for p∗ > πC . Let us

assume that the difference between the real portion and the expected portion by the regulator

is small enough such it has no influence to the ranking of clean and dirty firms. To make the

effects more clear, we first consider the difference between eD(p) and eD(p
∗) while eC first

remains unchanged, and show its implication to the development of the capital requirements

depending on E: Let e#D(p) be the value where banks are indifferent between funding clean

or dirty firms at first, i. e. where rmax
D (e#D(p)) = rmax

C (eC(p)), and we define E2 := e#D(p)ID.

Note that the regions in which only dirty firms are partially funded (E < E1) or fully funded

(E ∈ (E1, E2)), respectively, as well as where clean firms are partially funded (E ∈ (E2, E3))

and where all firms are funded (E > E3) change from Ej to E∗
j , j = 1, 2, 3, where E∗

j > Ej

for every j. Then with Proposition 5 it follows that eD for every value of equity E increases

while eC remains unchanged as long as clean firms are not fully funded (i. e. for E ∈ (E∗
2 , E

∗
3))
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Figure 4: Examples for marginal effects of brownwashing resulting in higher (dirty loans)
or less (clean loans) capital requirements such that the ranking between dirty and clean
firms do not change – before (solid lines) and after (dotted lines) the response of the

regulator. Left picture: Higher capital requirements first for dirty loans (red lines). Right
picture: Less capital requirement first for clean loans (green lines).

but will increase if all firms are fully funded (E > E∗
3) but on a lower level as before. This

is illustrated in the left panel of Figure 4.

Note that also the marginal effects lead to changes in the number of dirty and clean firms

which are funded:

• While all dirty firms are already fully funded at E1 for probability p, this is then

realized at E∗
1 > E1 for p∗, i. e. for low E some dirty firms cannot hope to get funded;

• on the other hand, while clean firms are getting already partially funded at E3 for

probability p, this is then realized at E∗
3 > E3 for p∗, i. e. it is more equity (E∗

3 − E3)

needed to start lending to clean firms.

From the perspective of the financial regulator, a shift upwards in the capital requirements

for dirty loans (eD) is more beneficial. This is because an increase in the capital requirements

for them leads to higher funding costs for banks and reduces the subsidy required from the

deposit insurance if investments in dirty firms fail. It also results in a higher portion of

equity being used to fund all firms, which enhances financial stability. On the other hand,

if the capital requirements for clean loans (eC) are marginally decreased, it can have the
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unintended consequence of decreasing the capital requirements for dirty loans as well. This

may lead to a higher deposit insurance subsidy for the regulator. In the left picture of Figure

4 this can also seen by less equity which is needed to fund all firms.

3.3 The effect of jumps in ESG ratings

In the case of a large change in the ESG ratings, where the regulator’s belief in the

portion of clean and dirty firms changes dramatically, it is possible for the ranking between

clean and dirty firms to shift. This means that clean firms may become the preferred choice

for funding, while dirty loans may face higher capital requirements and therefore reduced

funding opportunities for their firms. It is important to note that we are omitting the case of

a large increase in the regulator’s belief (p) and higher capital requirements for clean loans,

as this would make it more difficult for their firms to obtain funding without a change in the

preferred ranking of banks.

Theorem 7 Let dirty firms be the banks’ preferred type. Then a significant change in the

regulator’s expectation from p to p∗ < p, resulting in a change in the capital requirements eC

(decreasing) and eD (increasing) such that the ranking between clean and dirty firms changes,

i. e. rmax
C (eC(p

∗)) > rmax
D (eD(p

∗)), have the following effects:

(i) If the equity level E falls within the range where eC(p
∗)IC < E < eD(p

∗)ID + eC(p
∗)IC,

all clean firms are fully funded utilizing the equity amount specified by eC(p
∗)IC and

dirty firms are partially funded utilizing the remaining equity amount specified E −

eC(p
∗)IC.

(ii) If the equity level E is below eC(p
∗)IC, clean firms are partially funded utilizing the

entire equity amount E and no dirty firm is funded.

The proof directly follows from Theorem 6 (ii).

Under the Principles of Optimal Prudential Regulation let us now describe the effects of

a significant change in the regulator’s expectation from p to p∗ < p resulting in a change in
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Figure 5: Examples for large changes in the regulator’s expectation (ESG rating
uncertainty) resulting in higher (dirty loans) or less (clean loans) capital requirements such
that the ranking between dirty and clean firms will change – before (solid lines) and after
(dotted lines) the response of the regulator. Left picture: Higher capital requirements first
for dirty loans (red lines). Right picture: Less capital requirement first for clean loans

(green lines).

the capital requirements eC (decreasing) and eD (increasing) such that the ranking between

clean and dirty firms changes:

Proposition 6

(a) eC remains unchanged if clean firms are only partially funded. Afterwards, eC increases

if all clean firms are funded and no dirty firm is funded, and remains constant if dirty

firms are marginally funded. If all firms of all types a fully funded, eC again increases

but with smaller values compared with the previous case.

(b) eD remains constant until all firms are fully funded. Afterwards, it increase but with

larger values compared with the previous case.

The proof as well as the description of the funding regions fo clean and dirty firms

depending on available equity are stated in Appendix A.1.

In summary, this subsection highlights how large changes in the regulator’s belief, whether

induced by jumps in ESG ratings or through actions like green- or brownwashing, can sig-

nificantly influence the funding of clean and dirty firms by banks under regulatory control.
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These changes in belief lead to corresponding changes in the capital requirements for loans

of each type of firm. When they are sufficiently large, there is a shift in the ranking of the

two types of firms, with clean firms being funded first. From an environmental perspective,

this initial shift towards funding more clean firms appears beneficial as it reduces carbon

emissions. This shift can be achieved through brownwashing, which increases capital re-

quirements for dirty loans, leading to the same or even higher capital requirements for clean

loans until all firms are fully funded. This results in a lower deposit insurance subsidy and a

reduced increase in carbon emissions relative to equity increase. On the other hand, if green-

washing involves a downward shift in capital requirements for clean loans, can have adverse

effects on financial stability. This is because it leads to an increase in capital requirements

for dirty loans, even for higher equity levels. Consequently, the risk is shifted from banks

to the regulator, potentially causing financial instability. Additionally, the ability to fully

fund all firms with less equity implies that the maximum carbon emissions threshold can be

reached with a smaller amount of equity.

3.4 Optimal behavior of the regulator

Let us now discuss possible optimal behavior of the regulator to lower the effects caused

by green- or brownwashing. Let us point out that information asymmetries between firms

and regulators will always exist since the cost for the latter would be prohibitively high to be

on the same information level than the former. Moreover, firms may engage in information

policies and strategic communication to shape public perception, including that of regulators.

Let us first consider the case where the regulator’s goal is the reduction of the deposit

insurance put associated with funding type q firms. The effect is illustrated in Figure 6.

Indeed, the regulator can strategically allocate additional equity in the banking sector to

reduce the deposit insurance put associated with funding firms of type q which is stated in

the following

Remark 8 (Reduction of the deposit insurance put) By increasing the capital re-
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Figure 6: Example for the effects of actions of the bank regulator to reduce the deposit
insurance of dirty loans (red) by increasing the capital requirements of this type (bottom
picture) which leads to a later funding of clean firms (green) – top picture. Compare the

solid with the dotted lines.

quirements eq(p) for these loans, the regulator can effectively reduce the risk exposure and

potential losses in the event of default. According to principle (i) of the Principles of Op-

timal Prudential Regulation, the amount of equity E1 used to fund firms of type q is given

by E1 = eq(p)πqI. By updating the regulator’s belief and increasing the capital require-

ments eq(p) to eq(p
∗), where eq(p)πqI = E2, the regulator ensures that the additional equity

E2 −E1 > 0 is used to specifically target the reduction of the deadweight cost associated with

the deposit insurance put for loans of type q.

This reallocation of equity allows the regulator to effectively manage and mitigate the

risks associated with funding these firms. By strategically using additional equity to reduce

the deposit insurance put, the regulator can improve the stability of the financial system

and minimize the potential costs associated with insuring the deposits of firms of type q.

Also note that if all firms are fully funded and there is some remaining equity available,
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regulators can allocate that equity to reduce the deadweight cost for deposit insurance. This

can be achieved by increasing the capital requirements for both clean and dirty loans. This

follows from principles (i) and (iv) of the Principles of Optimal Prudential Regulation.

Let us consider the case where the regulator will punish dirty firms by setting capital

requirements for dirty loans to 100 %, i. e. eD(p) ≡ 1, and for clean firms such that they are

funded at first, i. e. e∗C(p) with rmax
C (e∗C(p)) > rmax

D (1).

Theorem 9 Let the regulator follow the Principles of Prudential Regulation. Let eD(p) ≡ 1

and let e∗C(p) be such that rmax
C (e∗C(p)) > rmax

D (1). Then clean firms are partially funded if

E < e∗C(p)IC and fully funded if E > e∗C(p)IC. If clean firms are fully funded the regulator

will increase e∗C(p) to e#C (p) until banks become indifferent between funding clean or dirty

firms. Then dirty firms are partially funded if e#C (p)IC + ID > E > e#C (p)IC and fully funded

if E > e#C (p)IC + ID.

The graphs of the both capital requirements eC and eD depending on the available equity

are illustrated in the left panel of Figure 7.

We now focus on the effects of green-/brownwashing to this situation: In the context

of green- and brownwashing, the effects on the capital requirements and funding of clean

and dirty firms can impact the regulator’s optimal behavior. In the case of brownwashing,

where the capital requirements for dirty loans are already at 100 %, there would be no direct

negative impact on dirty firms. However, it would be beneficial for clean firms since their

capital requirements would be reduced. This reduction in capital requirements aligns with

the regulator’s goal of minimizing the deposit insurance put associated with funding clean

firms. While the funding of clean firms becomes cheaper for banks due to lower capital

requirements, this new situation would not be beneficial for dirty firms. If all clean firms

are fully funded and the regulator increases their capital requirements to a level where

banks become indifferent between funding clean and dirty firms (e#C ), the funding of dirty

firms would start with the same equity E3. This implies that they would require higher
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capital requirements compared to the brownwashing scenario. However, despite the potential

disadvantages for dirty firms, the deposit insurance subsidy for clean firms would increase.

Greenwashing can have a negative effect on funding for clean firms as it increases the

optimal capital requirements eC(p
∗). If this effect is significant enough, it could lead to a

change in the ranking between clean and dirty firms, i.e., eC(p
∗) > e#C . In this case, the

regulator faces a decision. They can either set capital requirements for clean loans that are

optimal for them, which would result in dirty firms being funded first, or they can resist

this effect and freeze the capital requirements at the indifference value e#C , where banks are

indifferent between funding clean and dirty firms. On the other hand, dirty firms can benefit

from the greenwashing effect if their capital requirements are reduced from the current 100 %

level, assuming the regulator is willing to adopt the new belief. This implies that in order to

ensure clean firms are funded first, the capital requirements for clean loans cannot exceed the

new indifference value e#C (p
∗) for banks. As a result, the reduction in capital requirements

for dirty loans leads to a higher deposit insurance subsidy for dirty investments, while the

increase in requirements for clean loans reduces their subsidy.

In the scenario, investing in dirty firms may be profitable for banks, even though it has

negative social impact from the regulator’s perspective. The regulator, however, cannot

exclude banks from investing in dirty firms, even with the highest capital requirements of

100 %. To make funding of clean firms more attractive, the regulator can decrease their

capital requirements below the optimal level for the regulator. This creates a risk shift from

banks to the regulator, as the regulator takes on a larger deposit insurance subsidy for clean

loans. By reducing the capital requirements for clean loans, the regulator effectively absorbs

more of the risk associated with these investments. This can be seen as a policy decision to

incentivize investment in clean firms.

Greenwashing, which leads to lower capital requirements for dirty loans, can reinforce

the effect of incentivizing investment in dirty firms. In order to ensure that clean firms

are funded first, the regulator may need to reduce the capital requirements for clean loans
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Figure 7: Graphs of capital requirements and number of funded clean (green) and dirty
(red) firms as well as the sum (blue) for the case where eD = 1 and eC is set such that

clean firms are funded at first. Left picture: Capital requirements e∗C are such that they are
optimal for the regulator until all clean firms are fully funded. Right picture: Capital
requirements eC for clean loans are set such that banks are indifferent between funding
clean or dirty firms since optimal capital requirements e∗C for the regulator are too high

such that banks fund clean first at first.

as well. However, this reduction in capital requirements for both clean and dirty loans

comes at the cost of a higher risk premium for the regulator and, consequently, for society.

The regulator takes on a greater risk exposure by reducing the capital requirements, which

can have negative implications for financial stability. Furthermore, the reduction in capital

requirements means that the same amount of equity is used to fund both clean and dirty

firms, leading to a potentially higher level of carbon emissions. This is because less equity

is required to fund the same mass of investments.

If the functions for capital requirements, such as eC(p) and eD(p), have lower elasticity

(less than one), it means that the relative change in capital requirements is smaller than

the change in the regulator’s belief, p. In this case, the effects of green- or brownwashing

become more expensive to produce the same impact. Having less elastic capital requirement
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functions can help mitigate some of the negative impacts of greenwashing, as it makes it

more difficult for firms to significantly alter the capital requirements and manipulate the

funding dynamics. However, even with less elastic functions, it is challenging to completely

eliminate the negative impacts of greenwashing on carbon emissions, lending practices, and

deposit insurance. One extreme approach to address these concerns is to have fully inelastic

capital requirement functions that only change at a specific threshold, represented by p̃

(see Appendix A.6). This means that no matter how much the regulator’s belief changes

below or above p̃, the capital requirements remain flat. This can potentially mitigate the

risk of manipulation but may limit the flexibility needed to respond to changing market

conditions and risks. Finding the right balance between flexibility and stability in the capital

requirement functions is a challenging task for regulators. It requires considering various

factors, including the magnitude of belief changes, the elasticity of capital requirements, and

the desired outcomes in terms of financial stability and environmental impact.

Another approach to mitigate the effects of green- and brownwashing is to have flat-

rate capital requirements for dirty loans, while allowing the capital requirements for clean

loans to vary based on the regulator’s belief. By keeping the capital requirements for dirty

investment constant, it removes their incentive to engage in greenwashing. For clean loans, if

the capital requirements can only be increased and not lowered, it discourages brownwashing.

Clean firms would have less incentive to manipulate their information to appear riskier and

benefit from lower capital requirements. Additionally, implementing a system of rewards for

providing accurate information and penalties for providing false can also deter firms from

engaging in green- or brownwashing. By creating financial incentives aligned with providing

true information, it becomes more expensive for firms to engage in deceptive practices.

4 Extensions

Production innovation. The model does not account for the possibility of dirty firms
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transitioning to cleaner practices or clean firms adopting dirtier practices. However, in

reality, firms have the potential to invest in productivity and environmental innovations to

become cleaner. Dirty firms can allocate resources towards improving their environmental

performance, while clean firms may choose to prioritize cost savings over environmental

concerns and adopt dirtier practices. In the model, the assumption is made that it is

relatively easier and cheaper for firms to engage in green- or brownwashing campaigns to

influence public perception rather than undertaking significant changes in their production

techniques. This simplification allows for the analysis of the effects of these campaigns on

funding decisions and carbon emissions within the given framework.

Different firm types. Indeed, in reality, distinguishing between clean and dirty firms

can be more nuanced and complex. In the model, for simplicity and tractability, the

distinction is simplified to two firm types: clean and dirty. The regulator establishes a clear

definition of what qualifies as a clean firm based on specific criteria, technologies, products,

or carbon footprint. The concept of dirty firms is then defined by negation, encompassing

all firms that do not meet the criteria set for clean firms. To account for the complexity of

transitioning firms and their intermediate steps towards becoming clean, the regulator can

play a role by implementing differentiated capital requirements based on the firms’ progress

and level of environmental impact. By setting varying funding conditions or requirements,

the regulator can incentivize and support firms in their journey towards cleaner practices.

Including other externalities. Including additional factors such as taxation, consumer

beliefs and preferences, and political actions in the model can capture the interplay

between consumer demand, government policies, and the beliefs and expectations of various

stakeholders. Future research could focus on empirically estimating and incorporating these

factors into the model, allowing for a more nuanced analysis of how these parameters of

various actors interact and shape the outcomes in the context of funding clean and dirty firms.
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Imperfect information by banks. In reality, banks may not have perfect knowledge

about the true nature of a firm’s environmental practices and may rely on imperfect

observations or signals to make their funding decisions. Future research could explore

models that incorporate these aspects, considering the strategic interactions between firms

and banks, the information gathering and processing capabilities of banks, and the role of

the regulator in monitoring and verifying the information provided by firms. This would

provide a more comprehensive analysis of the complexities and dynamics involved in the

funding decisions for clean and dirty firms.

Uncertainty about regulator’s behavior by firms. Uncertainty about future political

and regulatory decisions related to climate change can create challenges for firms in their

investment planning and decision-making processes. Incorporating uncertainty about the

regulator’s behavior and the effectiveness of green-/brownwashing in influencing the regula-

tor’s decisions can be an interesting avenue for future research. Firms may face uncertainty

about the success of their efforts to influence the regulator’s belief and the resulting capital

requirements. This uncertainty can impact firms’ investment strategies, risk assessments,

and overall decision-making.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a model that incorporates imperfect information on the regula-

tor’s side regarding the proportion of clean and dirty firms into a framework of green capital

requirements. We introduce the concepts of green- and brownwashing, which allow the two

types of firms to influence the regulator’s belief and manipulate the capital requirements

to their advantage. We examine the impact of over- and underestimating the true propor-

tion of clean and dirty firms on capital requirements, return on equity, carbon emissions,
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and the number of funded firms. We find that these estimation errors can have significant

consequences for the allocation of funding and environmental outcomes. Moreover, we fo-

cus on the strategic actions of dirty and clean firms to influence the regulator’s belief and

the resulting market parameters and explore the implications of green- and brownwashing.

Furthermore, we introduce shocks to ESG ratings, causing a dramatic shift in the regula-

tor’s belief such that funding clean firms becomes more profitable than funding dirty ones.

We emphasize that such shifts can have wide-ranging impacts on the financial market and

necessitate careful consideration of the resulting risks and benefits.

The model highlights the limitations and potential adverse effects of implementing green

capital requirements. It reveals that such requirements can inadvertently incentivize dirty

firms to manipulate their green-friendliness to benefit from lower capital requirements. Sim-

ilarly, clean firms may also engage in greenwashing to increase their chances of obtaining

funding with less equity. This manipulation and greenwashing can lead to an increase in

carbon emissions. Furthermore, under green capital requirements, jumps in the ESG rating

can significantly affect funding decisions of banks and deposit insurance subsidies. This can

introduce financial frictions and higher deadweight costs for clean firms. The model suggests

that regulators can take measures to limit the influence of firms’ actions and discourage

deceptive practices. One approach is to use less elastic capital requirement functions, which

would make green- and brownwashing more expensive and less effective. However, it is im-

portant to note that completely excluding profitable dirty firms from funding may not be

feasible. Based on these findings, we argue that, given the practical limitations of rating

firms’ ESG performance, green capital requirements are counterproductive in achieving both

financial stability and a sustainable economy.
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A Appendix

A.1 Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. We consider the case where p > πC (the other case, p < πC , is
analogous). Given the assumption that eC is increasing in p we have eC(p) > eC(πC). On
the other hand, since eD is decreasing in p it holds that eD(p) < eD(πC). Therefore, it holds
for the PUT for dirty firms:

PUTD(e(πC)) = E [max{ID(1− e(πC))−XD(s), 0}]
< E [max{Iq(1− e(p))−Xq(s), 0}] = PUTq(e(p)).

This inequality implies that the deposit insurance subsidy for dirty loans is higher. Similarly,
for the ROE of dirty loans, we have:

rmax
D (eD(πC)) =

NPVD +PUTD(eD(πC))

IDe(πC)
<

NPVD +PUTD(eD(p))

IDeD(p)
= rmax

D (eD(p)).

Analogous arguments can be made for the case of clean loans, resulting in the conclusion
that rmax

C (eC(p)) > rmax
C (eC(πC)).

Now, let us now examine the effect to carbon emissions: Since dirty loans face lower
capital requirements, more dirty firms are funded for a fixed equity E, assuming that not all
dirty firms are already fully funded. This can be expressed as:

p > πC ⇒ eD(p) < eD(πC)

⇒ kD(p, E) ≥ kD(πC , E), kC(p, E) ≥ kC(πC , E)

⇒ ϕ(p, E) = kD(p, E)ϕD + kC(p, E)ϕC

> kD(πC , E)ϕD + kC(πC , E)ϕC = ϕ(πC , E),

where the number kC(p, E) may increase for higher p if p > p̃ where p̃ is such that all dirty
firms are fully funded (since the remaining equity can be used to fund clean firms). This
implies that there are more carbon emissions for the same equity E.

The same analysis can be applied to the case p < πC , which we leave to the reader. □

Proof of Proposition 2. The regulator’s intention is to fully fund all firms with respect
to their belief p. Therefore, the regulator chooses eC and eD such that the equity E is equal
to E = (eC + eD(1− p))I. Using this equation, we can express E as E = (p(eC − eD)+ eD)I.
Now, let’s consider the case when p < πC . If we replace p with πC in the equation above
while keeping eC and eD constant, we have E < (p(eC − eD) + eD)I since eC < eD.
Analogously, for the case when p > πC we show that E > (p(eC − eD) + eD)I. With it, the
statements in (i) follow. (ii) is analogous. □

Proof of Theorem 4.

(i) According to (Oehmke and Opp, 2022a, Result 1), it is optimal for banks to specialize
in funding either clean or dirty firms. Since dirty loans have a higher ROE than clean
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loans, banks will prioritize funding dirty firms until they are fully funded. Using (4),
dirty firms are fully funded as long as E/ID ≥ eD(p). If this condition is not satisfied,
meaning E < eD(p)ID, dirty firms will only be partially funded. Since eD is decreasing
in p, an increase in p to p̃ is beneficial for dirty firms until it holds that E = eD(p̃)ID.
Solving this equation to p̃ gives the desired result.

(ii) After fully funding the dirty firms, banks will allocate the remaining equity to fund
clean firms. Using equation (4), both dirty and clean firms will be fully funded if E/I =
πDeD(p) + πCeC(p). If this condition is not satisfied, clean firms are only partially
funded and they have an incentive to change p to p̃ until E = eD(p̃)ID + eC(p̃)IC .
Solving this equation for p̃ gives the desired result. □

Proof of Theorem 5. First, it is important to note that dirty firms only have an incentive
for greenwashing when they are not fully funded, i. e. E < eD(p)ID. Let us assume that
E
ID

= leD(p), where l is constant in the range of (0, 1). Moreover, dirty firms are limited
with their investments since it must be guaranteed that they are funded at first by banks,
therefore the ROE of dirty loans after the intervention must be above this of clean loans.
Then by Theorem 4, it follows:

(i) If K is chosen such that p̃ = e−1
D (E/ID) we have E

ID
= eD(p̃). It means that the

condition (4) is satisfied for a full funding of dirty firms and there is no funding of
clean firms.

(ii) If K is chosen such that p̃ > e−1
D (E/ID) we have E

ID
= l̃eD(p̃) where 1 > l̃ > l by the

monotonicity of eD. □

Proof of Proposition 3. As we described before, greenwashing leads to lower capital
requirements for dirty loans and therefore requires less equity which to fund the same number
of dirty firms. This means for a fixed equity E and if not all dirty firms are already fully
funded, that more dirty firms are funded. Altogether, there are more carbon emissions for
the same equity, since we have (where p1 stands for the effects of greenwashing):

p1 > p0 ⇒ eD(p1) < eC(p0)

⇒ kD(p1, E) > kD(p0, E), kC(p1, E) > kC(p0, E)

⇒ ϕ(p1, E) = kD(p1, E)ϕD + kC(p1, E)ϕC

> kD(p1, E)ϕD + kC(p0, E)ϕC = ϕ(p0, E),

where the number kC(p, E) may increase for higher p if p > p̃ where p̃ is such that all dirty
firms are fully funded (since the remaining equity can be used to fund clean firms). □

Proof of Theorem 6. Define k ∈ [0, 1) as the value that satisfies E−eD(p)ID
kIC

= eC(p), which
represents the portion of the investment need IC of clean firms which is financed by banks.
The value is strictly smaller than 1, since otherwise all clean firms were already funded at p.
If k is zero, than no clean firm is funded. Similarly, let k̃ ∈ [0, 1] be the value that satisfies
E−eD(p̃)ID

k̃IC
= eC(p̃), where k̃ the portion of the investment need IC of clean firms which is

financed by banks after greenwashing. Clean firms are willing to go to p̃ if k̃ > k, i. e. a
higher portion of these firms are funded after this action.
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(i) If k̃ < 1 then clean firms are partially financed by banks with equity E − eD(p̃)ID.

(ii) If k̃ = 1 then all clean firms are financed by banks.

(iii) If clean firms change p by cost K such that for the new probability we have:

rmax,K
C (eC(p̃)) > rmax

D (eD(p̃)),

then it becomes more profitable for banks to fund clean firms rather than dirty ones.
This implies their equity E is primarily used for green investments (see Theorem 4):

(a) If E ≥ eC(p̃)IC , then all clean firms are fully funded, and the remaining equity is
utilized for dirty firms. In this case, clean firms become inframarginal borrowers,
while dirty ones are then marginal borrowers.

(b) If E ≥ eC(p̃)IC , clean firms are only partially funded. Again, let k̃ be the portion
of clean firms that are funded after the change of p. Due to the monotonicity of
eC , it follows that k̃ > k. □

Proof of Proposition 4. Greenwashing leads to higher capital requirements for clean
loans, while brownwashing leads to lower capital requirements. Consequently, the amount
of equity needed to fund the same number of clean firms decreases with greenwashing and
increases with brownwashing. Consider a fixed equity E, and assume that all dirty firms
are already funded. In this case, the allocation of equity determines the funding outcome
for clean firms. Altogether, there are more carbon emissions for the same equity, since we
have (let p1 represent the probability associated with greenwashing, p0 represent the original
probability, and p2 represent the probability associated with brownwashing):

p1 > p0 > p2 ⇒ eC(p1) > eC(p0) > eC(p2)

⇒ kC(p1, E) < kC(p0, E) < kC(p2, E)

⇒ ϕ(p1, E) = kD(E)ϕD + kC(p1, E)ϕC

≤ kD(E)ϕD + kC(p0, E)ϕC ≤ kD(E)ϕD + kC(p2, E)ϕC = ϕ(p2, E),

where the number kD(E) of dirty firms which is funded for fixed E remains constant
independent of p. □

Proof of Proposition 5. Given the assumption that the change in the regulator’s ex-
pectation from p to p∗ is only marginal, dirty firms remain the banks’ preferred type, i. e.
rmax
D (eD(p

∗)) > rmax
C (eC(p

∗)).

• If p∗ < p, it leads to higher eD(p
∗) > eD(p) (since eD is decreasing in p) and to

lower eC(p
∗) < eC(p) (since eC is increasing in p). We consider the developments of

eC(p
∗) and eD(p

∗) if equity is raised: Dirty firms are funded at first (Principle 2 of
Optimal Prudential Regulation (cf. Oehmke and Opp (2022a))) and eD(p

∗) remains
constant as long as dirty firms are partially funded, i. e. as long a E ∈ (0, E∗

1) where
E∗

1 = eD(p
∗)ID (Principles 1 and 3). If dirty firms are fully funded and no clean firm

is funded, eD(p
∗) increases as long as dirty firms remain the banks’ preferred type,
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i. e. if E ∈ (E∗
1 , E

∗
2) where E∗

2 = e#D(p
∗)ID where e#D(p

∗) is such that rmax
D (e#D(p

∗)) =
rmax
C (eC(p

∗)) (Principle 1). If clean firms are only partially funded, i. e. if E ∈ (E∗
2 , E

∗
3)

where E∗
3 = e#D(p

∗)ID + eC(p)IC , e
#
D(p

∗) and eD(p
∗) remain constant (Principles 1 and

3). If E > E∗
3 , all firm types are fully funded, and e#D(p

∗) and eC(p
∗) increase to e∗C(p

∗)
and e∗D(p

∗) (Principle 4). This results in E = e∗C(p
∗)IC + e∗D(p

∗)ID (Principle 1).

• If p∗ > p, it leads to lower eD(p
∗) > eD(p) (since eD is decreasing in p) and to higher

eC(p
∗) < eC(p) (since eC is increasing in p). The further arguments follow a similar

logic to the first case.

We can describe the intervals of equity where different types of firms are funded by Ej

and E∗
j based on the regulator’s expectation p and p∗, respectively. Then the regions in which

only dirty firms are partially funded (E < E1) or fully funded (E ∈ (E1, E2)), respectively,
as well as where clean firms are partially funded (E ∈ (E2, E3)) and where all firms are
funded (E > E3) change in the following way:

• in the region (0, E∗
1) only clean firms are partially funded;

• in the region (E∗
1 , E

∗
2) all clean firms are fully funded, but no dirty firm is funded;

• in the region (E∗
2 , E

∗
3) all clean firms are fully funded and dirty firms are partially

funded;

• in the region (E∗
3 ,+∞) all firms, both clean and dirty, are fully funded.

Based on Proposition 6, we can observe the following behavior of the capital requirements
for clean loans (eC) and dirty loans (eD) as the equity E changes:

1. For E ∈ (0, E∗
1): Only clean firms are partially funded. In this region, eC remains

unchanged, while eD increases.

2. For E ∈ (E∗
1 , E

∗
2): All clean firms are fully funded, but no dirty firm is funded. In this

region, eC remains unchanged, and eD continues to increase.

3. For E ∈ (E∗
2 , E

∗
3): All clean firms are fully funded, and dirty firms are partially funded.

In this region, both eC and eD remain constant.

4. For E > E∗
3 : ll firms, both clean and dirty, are fully funded. In this region, both eC

and eD increase, but eD may increase on a lower level compared to the earlier stages.

This is illustrated in the left panel of Figure 5.
The shifts in the regulator’s expectation from p to p∗, resulting in changes in the capital

requirements for clean and dirty loans, can also affect the number of clean and dirty firms
that are funded. These effects can be observed as follows:

• Shift to higher p∗ > p: As the capital requirement for dirty loans increases, more
equity is needed to fund all dirty firms. This is reflected in the interval (E∗

2 , E
∗
3), which

becomes longer than before, indicating a larger equity range required to fully fund dirty
firms. In other words, the difference between E∗

3 and E∗
2 is greater than the difference

between E1, showing that more equity is needed to fund all dirty firms under the new
expectation p∗.
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• Shift to lower p∗ < p: Conversely, as the capital requirement for clean loans decreases,
less equity is needed to fund clean firms. Under the initial expectation p, the banking
sector has to invest E3−E2 to fund all clean firms. However, under the new expectation
p∗, the funding of all clean firms can be achieved with less equity, indicated by E∗

1 being
smaller than E3 − E2. □

Proof of Proposition 6. Given the assumptions about the capital requirement functions
eC and eD for clean and dirty loans, respectively, we consider a large change in the
regulator’s expectation from p to p∗ < p. This change leads to higher eD(p

∗) > eD(p)
(due to the decreasing nature of eD w. r. t. p) and to lower eC(p

∗) < eC(p) (due to the
increasing nature of eC w. r. t. p). Consequently, clean firms become the preferred type
for banks, as rmax

C (eC(p
∗)) > rmax

D (eD(p
∗)). Now, let us examine the developments of

eC(p
∗) and eD(p

∗) as equity increases: According the Principles of Optimal Prudential
Regulation (cf. (Oehmke and Opp, 2022a, Proposition 3)) clean firms are funded first
(Principle 2). When clean firms are only partially funded, i. e. as long a E ∈ (0, E∗

1)
with E∗

1 = eC(p
∗)IC (Principles 1 and 3), eC(p

∗) remains constant. If clean firms are
fully funded and no dirty firm is funded, eC(p

∗) increases as long as clean firms remain
the banks’ preferred type. This occurs when E ∈ (E∗

1 , E
∗
2) with E∗

2 = e∗C(p
∗)IC where

e∗C(p
∗) is determined such that rmax

C (e∗C(p
∗)) = rmax

D (eD(p
∗)) (Principle 1). If dirty firms

are only partially funded, i. e. if E ∈ (E∗
2 , E

∗
3) with E∗

3 = e∗C(p
∗)IC + eD(p

∗)ID, both
e∗C(p

∗) and eD(p
∗) remain constant (Principles 1 and 3). When E > E∗

3 , all firm types are
fully funded. In this case, e∗C(p

∗) and eD(p
∗) increase to e#C (p

∗) and e#D(p
∗), respectively,

according to Principle 4. The equity is allocated as E = e#C (p
∗)IC+e#D(p

∗)ID (Principle 1). □

Proof of Theorem 9. We divide the size of equity E into four regions:

• In the region (0, E1) where E1 = e∗C(p)IC only clean firms are partially funded with
the optimal capital requirement e∗C(p) for clean loans.

• In the region (E1, E2) all clean firms are fully funded, but no dirty firm is funded. The
regulator increases the capital requirements for clean loans to avoid funding in dirty
firms and such that the additional equity is used to decrease the deposit insurance
subsidy (the PUTC) for clean loans. e∗C(p) increases until it reaches e

#
C (p), where banks

are indifferent between funding in clean or dirty firms, i. e. rmax
C (e#C (p)) = rmax

D (1). The
regulator sets the capital requirements for clean loans such that eC(p) does not exceed
e#C (p), as banks would prefer lending to dirty firms. The value E2 is then calculated
by E2 = e#C (p)IC .

• If more equity is available, i. e. E > E2, also dirty bank receive funding. In the region
(E2, E3) all clean firms are fully funded and dirty firms are partially funded until all
firms receive funding, i. e. E3 = e#C (p)IC + ID.

• In the region (E3, E4) all firms are fully funded. Any additional equity, i. e. E −E3, is
used to decrease deposit insurance subsidy for clean loans by increasing eC(p). However,
it is not possible to analogously increase the capital requirement for dirty loans since
eD is already at its maximum. Therefore, the regulator sets eC(p) such that E =
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eC(p)IC + ID for E ∈ (E3, E4) where E4 = IC + ID represents the total funding needed
for both clean and dirty firms. □
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A.2 Incomplete information about the true firm type

Let us now assume that the regulator does not know the true type (clean or dirty) of
a firm but he sets capital requirements eC < eD. Of course, a clean firm does not have an
incentive to cheat the regulator by presenting him their wrong type. On the other hand, for
a dirty firm it is beneficial to make the regulator believe that their type is clean to profit
from lower capital requirements. We suppose that a regulator estimates the type of each
firm by p ∈ [0, 1] where we set p = 0 as truly clean and p = 1 as truly dirty and suppose a
linear estimation for the capital requirement:

e(p) = peD + (1− p)eC .

A firm now has the possibility to change the regulator’s estimation from p to p̃ to reduce
their capital requirements. Therefore, as long a p ̸= 0, a firm of each type has an incentive
to change the regulator’s belief.

Proposition 7 A firm of type q is willing to pay an amount K to change the regulator’s
estimation from p to p̃ = p̃(K) if and only if it holds

rmax
q (e(p)) ≤ rmax,K

q (e(p̃)).

The incentive of a firm to change the regulator’s estimation about its type (and therefore
its capital requirements) consists of increasing their maximal ROE. Since changing the belief
of the regulator is not free of charge, a firm is willing to pay the amount K as long as its
maximal ROE is larger after the change as before. Therefore, the optimization problem of
the firm is a trade-off between increasing their ROE and reducing the costs of seeming more
clean.
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A.3 Extra-ordinary cases

Let us consider the case where eD(p) is increasing in p (higher capital requirements for
dirty loans as the regulator assumes a higher presence of clean firms) and eC(p) is decreasing
in p (lower capital requirements for clean loans). We analyze the effects and the changes
compared to the model in Subsection 2.2.

1. Higher capital requirements for dirty loans: As the regulator assumes a higher presence
of clean firms (higher p), the capital requirements for dirty loans increase. This implies
that banks need to allocate more equity to fund dirty firms, reflecting the perceived
higher risk associated with them. The higher capital requirements for dirty loans
incentivize banks to favor clean loans over dirty loans.

2. Lower capital requirements for clean loans: Conversely, as the regulator assumes a
higher presence of clean firms (higher p), the capital requirements for clean loans
decrease. This means that banks need to allocate less equity to fund clean firms,
reflecting the perceived lower risk associated with them. The lower capital requirements
for clean loans incentivize banks to prefer lending to clean firms.

Under the remaining assumption that dirty firms are more profitable (and therefore have a
higher ROE compared to clean firms), the implications are as follows:

• Incentive for green- and brownwashing: Clean firms have an incentive to engage in
greenwashing, which means presenting themselves as more environmentally friendly
than they actually are. By doing so, they can lower their capital requirements and
reduce the number of funding firms needed to finance their operations. On the other
hand, dirty firms have an incentive for brownwashing, which involves downplaying
their negative environmental impact. This allows them to benefit from lower capital
requirements as well. Both green- and brownwashing strategies aim to minimize the
costs associated with capital requirements and increase profitability.

• Regulatory bias against clean firms: The capital requirement functions, which result
in higher capital requirements for clean loans and lower requirements for dirty loans,
seem to penalize clean firms. This bias reflects the regulator’s assumption of higher
risks associated with clean firms, potentially due to concerns about financial stability.
As a result, funding clean firms becomes more expensive for banks, requiring them to
allocate more equity. This makes it harder for banks to increase the portion of clean
firms in their portfolio, especially when the initial portion of clean firms is very low.

Similar arguments can be applied the other forms of capital requirement functions, such
as step functions.

In contrast to our general model, let us now assume that clean firms are more profitable
than dirty ones, which is represented by their net present value NPVC > NPVD. Then
several implications can be derived:
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• When the capital requirements for both firm types are identical, banks can expect a
higher ROE by funding clean firms compared to dirty firms. This is due to the higher
profitability of clean firms, as indicated by their higher NPV. Therefore, banks have an
incentive to initially fund clean firms. Despite being more profitable, clean firms may
still have an incentive for greenwashing if they are only marginally funded and desire
to increase the number of funded firms. By manipulating their reported environmental
impact or categorization, clean firms may attempt to lower their capital requirements
and improve their chances of obtaining funding. This is because a reduction in capital
requirements could lead to a higher proportion of funded clean firms. Dirty firms may
also be interested in greenwashing, as lower capital requirements could potentially
increase the proportion of funded dirty firms. However, it is important to note that
the initial advantage lies with clean firms, as they are funded first due to their higher
profitability.

• Under the assumption that the capital requirements differ for dirty and clean firms,
with eC(p) is increasing in p, while eD is decreasing, we can derive the following de-
ductions:

– Dirty firms will have an incentive for greenwashing only if it leads to an increase
in the proportion of funded firms of their type. This can be achieved in two
ways: If greenwashing efforts can result in lower capital requirements for dirty
loans, it would reduce the amount of equity needed for funding. This could
increase the proportion of funded dirty firms, as it becomes easier for banks to
meet the capital requirements for such loans. In some cases, a large increase in
the value of p (representing the assumption of higher presence of clean firms)
could lead to a change in the ranking of ROE between clean and dirty firms. If
capital requirements for clean loans become too stringent while they become more
lenient for dirty loans, dirty firms may become more attractive to banks in terms
of profitability. In such a scenario, dirty firms would be funded first, utilizing the
available bank equity, and only the remaining equity could be used for funding
clean firms.

– Clean firms, being funded first due to their higher profitability, do not have an
incentive for greenwashing. Greenwashing efforts would increase their capital
requirements, potentially making it more difficult for them to meet the require-
ments and obtain funding. Since clean firms are already prioritized for funding,
their focus would be on maintaining their status and not engaging in actions that
could jeopardize their funding opportunities. In our model, clean firms can do
brownwashing to increase the number of funded firms, since this would lower their
capital requirements and leads to more firms which are funded.

• A higher profitability for clean firms can be beneficial for the bank regulator because
it lowers the risk associated with investments in these firms. If clean firms are more
profitable, they are less likely to default on their loans, reducing the potential losses for
banks and the need for deposit insurance subsidies. This can align with the regulator’s
goal of reducing the subsidy and promoting financial stability. Higher profitability
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for clean firms can be associated with lower capital requirements. As clean firms are
considered less risky due to their higher profitability, the regulator may determine that
they require less capital to maintain financial stability. Lower capital requirements for
clean loans make it easier for banks to fund clean firms, further encouraging invest-
ments in environmentally friendly activities. It is important to note that the higher
profitability of clean firms itself can drive increased investment and funding in this
sector, without any direct actions from the regulator. Banks, driven by profit motives,
may naturally prefer to invest in clean firms due to their higher returns and lower
default risk. As it becomes more challenging for dirty firms to secure funding due to
higher capital requirements and lower profitability compared to clean firms, they may
be compelled to shift their production towards more environmentally friendly alterna-
tives. The difficulty in obtaining funding for dirty activities can act as an incentive for
these firms to transition to green-friendly practices in order to attract investment and
meet the evolving market demand.
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A.4 Funding to clean and dirty firms depending on the size of
equity

First, we describe the funding for different firm types depending on available equity E.
For that, let us suppose that dirty firms are more profitable than clean ones and can guaranty
a higher ROE to the bank. Then we have the following situations:

• E > eD(p)ID + eC(p)IC =: E3: In this case, there is sufficient equity available to
fund all investments from both dirty and clean firms. This situation can occur when
banks’ equity is large enough to finance all investments without being constrained
by the regulator’s requirements. On the other hand, this case can be realized if the
regulator’s requirements eC(p) and eD(p) are too weak to restrict banks’ investment
decisions.

• E1 := eD(p)ID < E < eD(p)ID + eC(p)IC : Dirty firms are fully funded with the equity
amount of eD(p)ID, and the remaining equity (E − eD(p)ID) is used to partially fund
clean firms. This scenario arises when dirty firms are more profitable and offer a higher
ROE for banks. Banks prioritize funding dirty firms until all available equity for them
is utilized, and then allocate the remaining equity to partially fund clean firms, subject
to regulatory constraints.

• E < eD(p)ID: In this case, clean firms are not funded, and only dirty firms receive
partial funding using the entire available equity E. The equity is insufficient to fund
all dirty firms due to its limited amount or because the regulatory requirements are
too stringent. Since dirty firms offer higher profitability and ROE, banks prioritize
funding them with the available equity, leading to the exclusion of clean firms from
funding.

In the situation where dirty firms are initially the preferred type and the regulator’s belief
p influences the portion πq of funded firms of type q, let’s explore the funding dynamics
for clean and dirty firms based on the available equity E. Considering a fixed value of
I = IC = ID for both clean and dirty firms, we can analyze how the portion of funded firms
changes with different capital requirement functions eq(p). As the available equity E varies,
we can observe the allocation of funding between clean and dirty firms. We start in Figure
8 with actions of dirty firms, i. e. they try to increase their fundings. Let p be the starting
belief of the regulator (solid line) and p∗ be his updated belief (dotted line) after an action
of dirty firms. We see by comparing the dotted red line with the solid one, that they are
fully funded under less equity E which has to be spent for it (eD(p

∗)I < eD(p)I). On the
other hand, clean firms are funded earlier but more equity is used for it (compare the dotted
green line with the solid one). Overall, the funding dynamics indicate that all firms, both
clean and dirty, can be fully funded with less equity when the regulator’s belief is updated
from p to p∗ (as shown in the dotted blue line compared to the solid one).

Next, let us consider actions of clean firms in Figure 9. Based on the updated belief of
the regulator, denoted as p̃ (dotted line) after an action of dirty firms, we can analyze the
funding dynamics for clean and dirty firms. As mentioned before, they can have a marginal
(only cost) or a large (substitution) effect:
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Figure 8: Example for the effects of actions of dirty firms on the funding for dirty (red) and
clean (green) firms as well as for both firm types (blue). The solid lines represent the base

case where the dotted lines represent the case after the dirty firm’s action.

• If the action of clean firms only have a marginal impact, the ranking of both firm types
do not change. Nevertheless, clean firms improve the funding in the following way:
Comparing the dotted green line with the solid line, we can observe that clean firms
are fully funded under less equity E with the updated belief p̃ compared to the starting
belief p. Specifically, the amount of equity required to fully fund clean firms decreases
(i.e., E − eD(p̃) < E − eD(p)). This implies that clean firms are able to achieve full
funding with a smaller amount of equity, which is advantageous for this type of firm.
Dirty firms are still funded first, similar to the initial belief represented by the solid red
line. However, more equity is used to fund dirty firms, as indicated by the red dotted
line compared to the solid red line. Overall, the funding dynamics show that all firms,
both clean and dirty, can be fully funded with less equity when the regulator’s belief is
updated to p̃. This is particularly beneficial for clean firms, as they require less equity
for full funding compared to the starting belief p.

• If the action of clean firms is sufficiently large to change the ranking of the ROE between
clean and dirty loans, we observe a different funding pattern. Let us analyze the funding
dynamics based on the updated belief of the regulator, denoted as p∗ (dotted lines).
With the updated belief p∗, clean firms are funded first, as indicated by the dotted
green line. This means that clean firms receive funding before dirty firms, given that
the action of clean firms has altered the perception of their profitability. This change in
the ranking of ROE leads to a preference for clean firms in terms of funding allocation.
Due to the updated belief p∗ and the change in the ranking of ROE, dirty firms are
not funded initially if the available equity E is less than the capital requirement for
clean loans, i.e., E < eC(p

∗)I. Once the equity surpasses this threshold, dirty firms
are marginally funded, represented by the portion of equity allocated to dirty firms
in the dotted red line. This marginal funding continues until the available equity E
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Figure 9: Example for the effects of actions of clean firms on the funding for dirty (red)
and clean (green) firms as well as for both firm types (blue). The solid lines represent the

base case where the dotted lines represent the case after the clean firm’s action. Left
picture: Marginal intervention (ranking between both types unchanged). Right picture:

Large intervention (ranking between both types changed)

reaches or exceeds the combined capital requirement for both clean and dirty loans,
i.e., E ≥ (eC(p

∗) + eD(p
∗))I. After this point, both clean and dirty firms are fully

funded, as shown by the dotted blue line.

• Let us discuss the effects on the emissions of dirty and clean firms based on the two
scenarios mentioned. When the ranking of the two firm types does not change and
when all firms are fully funded with less equity, the cumulative emissions would be
the same for both clean and dirty firms. However, it is important to note that the
emissions for dirty firms increase at a slower rate compared to the emissions of clean
firms, as indicated by the function ϕ∗(E) < ϕ(E) for a fixed equity E. This suggests
that, for the same level of equity investment, dirty firms would have lower emissions
compared to clean firms. When the intervention is significant enough to change the
ranking of both firm types, the emissions for small equity E would be smaller due to
the reduction in emissions from clean firms compared to dirty firms, resulting from
the change in ROE ranking. However, it is important to note that since all firms are
fully funded under less equity, the cumulative emissions would be higher overall. This
is because the increase in emissions from fully funded dirty firms would outweigh the
reduced emissions from fully funded clean firms.
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A.5 Common capital requirement function

Under the assumption of a common capital requirement function e(p) for clean and dirty
loans, where e(p) = eD(p) = eC(p) for every p ∈ [0, 1], and e is a continuous and decreasing
function in p with e(0) = 1 and e(1) = 0, we can make the following observations:

First, let us describe how the capital requirements work depending on given equity E
and investment need I: Let us assume that I is invested by E and D and there is no other
deposit. The bank equity ratio can then be described by e = E/I where the regulator
requires that E/I ≥ e(p). Then we have the following situations:

• In the case where p = 1, meaning the regulator does not expect any dirty firms, there
are no restrictions on the bank in funding firms of any type. This assumption reflects
a green-friendly regulator who does not impose capital requirements or restrictions on
funding clean firms. With no expectations of dirty firms, the regulator allows the bank
to allocate funds freely to clean firms without any constraints. This situation implies
that clean firms can be fully funded, and there are no limitations on their access to
capital.

• In the case where E > e(p)I, all firms of any type can be funded. This situation occurs
when the bank’s equity is sufficient to finance all investments of both clean and dirty
firms, regardless of their profitability. It could be due to the bank having a substantial
amount of equity available or the regulator’s requirement e(p) being relatively weak
and not placing significant restrictions on the bank’s investment decisions. However,
it is important to note that if E < I, there exists a value 0 < e∗(p) < 1 such that
E < e(p)I for all e(p) ≥ e∗(p). This means that there is a limit to the amount of
funding the bank can provide, and not all firms can be financed. The bank will have
to prioritize its funding based on the available equity and the capital requirements set
by the regulator.

• If the available equity lies between e(p)ID and e(p)I, dirty firms will be fully funded
using the equity amount of e(p)ID. Clean firms will then be partially funded using
the remaining equity, which is E − e(p)ID. In this scenario, where dirty firms are
more profitable than clean firms, banks prioritize funding dirty firms first. As long
as there is sufficient equity available and the regulator’s requirements do not restrict
funding, banks will allocate their equity to fund dirty firms. Once all dirty firms have
been funded, the remaining equity can be used to finance clean firms, subject to any
additional regulatory constraints.

• If the available equity is less than e(p)ID, it means that the bank’s equity is insufficient
to fund both clean and dirty firms according to the capital requirement function e(p).
In this situation, clean firms will not be funded at all, and the available equity will
be used to partially fund some of the dirty firms. This occurs when the bank’s equity
is too small or when the capital requirements set by the regulator are too stringent,
making it impossible to allocate enough equity and deposit funding to fund all dirty
firms. Since dirty firms are more profitable, the bank prioritizes funding them over the
clean firms. As a result, clean firms do not receive any funding in this case.
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Figure 10: Typical images of π for clean and dirty firms depending on E

• In the special case where p = 0, the regulator’s belief is that there are no clean firms
present, and the capital requirement function becomes e(0) = 1. This means that the
bank equity ratio must be equal to one, and the entire investment must be financed by
the bank’s equity alone. Funding with deposits is not possible in this case. However, if
the bank’s equity E is less than the required investment I, it implies that not all firms
can be funded. The two cases described earlier will apply: dirty firms will be partially
funded, and clean firms will not receive any funding.

In Figure 10 we show how a typical funding for clean and dirty firms works depending
on the size of E. Again we suppose that dirty firms are more profitable than clean ones
and banks are willing to support them at first. Once the equity reaches a point where it
is sufficient to fully fund all dirty firms (E = e(p)ID), the funding for dirty firms becomes
constant. At this point, all dirty firms have received their required funding. As the bank’s
equity further increases beyond E = e(p)ID, the funding for clean firms begins. Initially,
clean firms receive partial funding, and the portion of equity allocated to them increases
as the bank’s equity increases. This continues until the equity reaches a point where clean
firms are fully funded (E = e(p)I). After this point, where both dirty and clean firms are
fully funded, the portion of equity used for funding remains unchanged since all firms have
received their required funding.

Under the assumption that the bank has a preference to finance a specific firm type q, we
can consider the condition E ≥ e(p)πqI for full funding of all firms of type q. If the bank’s
equity E meets or exceeds this condition, all firms of type q can be fully funded. In this case,
the bank allocates the necessary equity e(p)πqI specifically for funding firms of type q. If
there is still some equity remaining after fully funding firms of type q, i. e., E− e(p)πqI > 0,
the bank can use the remaining equity to finance firms from other types. This implies that
the bank can allocate the surplus equity to fund additional firms that are not of type q.
Moreover, if some equity is left, i. e. E − e(p)πqI, then the remaining equity can be used to
finance firms form other types.

In the context of a common capital requirement function e(p) for both clean and dirty
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loans, we can analyze the conditions under which these firms have an incentive for green-
washing. Moreover, we will mark the value of the updated probability p until which the
firms will intervene. Assuming that the function e(p) is continuous and decreasing in p, we
can define its inverse function as e−1(p). The result can be stated as follows:

Theorem 10

(i) If dirty firms are only partially funded, meaning that the available equity E is less than
the required equity e(p)ID for dirty loans, then dirty firms have an incentive to pay
in order to increase the value of p to p̃. Specifically, the desired value p̃ is given by
p̃ = e−1(E/(πDI)).

(ii) If clean firms are not funded at all or only partially funded, meaning that the available
equity E is less than the required equity e(p)I for clean loans, then clean firms have an
incentive to pay in order to increase the value of p to p̃. The desired value p̃ is given
by p̃ = e−1(E/I).

The proof is analogous to this of Theorem 4. The reader can refer to the proof of the
analogous theorem for a similar argument. We now consider the circumstances under which
dirty firms would be willing to engage in greenwashing.

Theorem 11 (Dirty firms’ intervention, common capital requirement function)
Let p be such that E < e(p)ID. Suppose that dirty firms are willing pay a maximal amount
K to increase the probability to p̃, where rmax,K

D (e(p̃)) > rmax
C (e(p̃)).

(i) If K is chosen such that p̃ = e−1(E/ID), then all dirty firms are fully funded, utilizing
the entire equity E for funding dirty firms, and no clean firm is funded.

(ii) If K is chosen such that p̃ > e−1(E/ID), then more dirty firms are partially funded
(with the entire equity used for funding dirty firms), and no clean firm is funded.

The proof is analogous to this of Theorem 5 and therefore we leave it to the reader.
In Figure 11 we illustrate the intervention of dirty firms: In the left picture, as p increases,

the capital requirements of the regulator decrease. This means that the regulator becomes
more lenient in terms of the amount of equity that banks need to hold relative to their invest-
ments. This can be represented by a decreasing function that maps p to the corresponding
capital requirement e(p). In the right picture, the deployment of equity E for clean and dirty
firms is illustrated. For p values below e−1(E/ID), dirty firms are partially funded, meaning
that they receive a portion of the equity E for their investments. Clean firms, on the other
hand, may not be funded at all or receive only partial funding. It is important to note that
dirty firms are not incentivized to increase p beyond a certain threshold, denoted as p̃. This
is because, even if the cost of increasing p does not change the ranking of their profitability,
they have no further motivation to do so.

In the special case where dirty firms are only partially funded with ZD < ID, we can
analyze the relationship between equity, deposit funding, and the capital requirement func-
tion. Let us denote the amount of deposit funding for dirty firms as DD. Since banks will
use their entire equity E for funding, we have E ≤ ZD. The equality E = ZD can only hold
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Figure 11: Left: Image of e with the starting value p0 after the greenwashing of dirty firms
e−1(e/ED). Right: Deployment of E by dirty (red) and clean firms depending on p.

if the capital requirement function e(p̃) equals 1, which corresponds to the case when the
probability p is 0. In this case, we can express ZD as the sum of equity and deposit funding:
ZD = E +DD. By using the condition E/ZD = e(p̃), we can derive the expression for DD

as follows: DD = E(1− e(p̃))/e(p̃).
Indeed, clean firms have an incentive to pay an amount K to change the probability p to

a new value p̃ if it results in a positive ROE, ensuring their eligibility for funding by banks.
The objective of clean firms is to decrease the value of e(p̃) in order to increase their ROE,
allowing banks to allocate more equity for funding both clean and dirty firms. By reducing
the capital requirements through the payment ofK, clean firms indirectly support dirty firms
as well. This is because the lower capital requirements benefit all loans, regardless of their
type. Clean firms aim to improve their own ROE by reducing the capital requirement, but in
doing so, they also facilitate the funding of dirty firms. This highlights the interconnectedness
of the two firm types and the impact of capital requirements on their funding dynamics.

Theorem 12 (Clean firms’ intervention, common capital requirement function)
Let p be such that E < e(p)I. Suppose that clean firms pay a maximal amount K to increase
the probability to p̃ where rmax,K

C (e(p̃)) > 0.

(i) If K is chosen such that p̃ = e−1(E/I), then all dirty and clean firms are fully funded,
utilizing the entire equity E for funding all firms (since e(p̃)I = E).

(ii) If K is chosen such that e−1(E/ID) > p̃ > e−1(E/I), then all dirty firms are fully
funded (with amount e(p̃)ID of equity E) and some clean firms are partially funded
(with amount E − e(p̃)ID of equity E).

(ii) Let K such that e−1(E/ID) < p̃. Then, all dirty firms are partially funded (with full
equity E) and no clean firms are funded.

The proof is analogous to this of Theorem 6 and therefore we leave it to the reader.
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Figure 12: Image of π before and after clean firm’s intervention depending on p

In Figure 12 let us illustrate the deployment of equity E for clean and dirty firms,
based on the value of p. If E < e(p)ID, only dirty firms are (partially) funded, and the
entire equity E is used for funding them. No equity is allocated to fund clean firms. If
e−1(E/ID) > p > e−1(E/I), dirty firms are fully funded, utilizing an amount of equity
e(p)ID. The remaining equity, E − e(p)ID, is allocated to fund (some) clean firms partially.
If p > e−1(E/ID), dirty firms are partially funded, utilizing the full equity E available. No
equity is allocated to fund clean firms.

In the special case where clean firms are only partially funded, denoted by ZC < IC , we
can analyze the equity allocation as follows: Dirty firms are fully funded with an amount of
e(p̃)ID of equity E. The remaining equity, E − e(p̃)ID, is available for funding clean firms.
Since clean firms are only partially funded, we have ZC = E − e(p̃)ID + DC , where DC

represents the deposit funding for clean firms. By the condition (E− e(p̃)ID)/ZC = e(p̃), we

can determine the value of DC . Rearranging the equation, we find: DC = (E−e(p̃)ID)
1−e(p̃)
e(p̃)

.
This expression provides the deposit funding allocated to clean firms, taking into account
the available equity and the capital requirement function e(p̃). It is important to note that
the equality E − e(p̃)ID = ZC is achieved only when e(p̃) = 1, corresponding to p = 0.
In this case, clean firms receive their full funding requirement, and the deposit funding DC

is determined solely by the remaining equity. This analysis demonstrates how the equity
and deposit funding are distributed between dirty and clean firms when clean firms are only
partially funded.

In both cases, the intervention of either dirty or clean firms to increase the value of
p results in a positive income effect. This means that the lending to marginal borrower
types increases, leading to a higher allocation of funds to those firms. Dirty firms initially
benefit from the income effect, as they are more likely to receive funding due to their higher
profitability compared to clean firms. The income effect allows dirty firms to secure funding
and expand their operations, assuming they are not inframarginal. It is important to note
that in the model with the same capital requirements for both clean and dirty loans, the
ranking of firm types does not change. The substitution effect, which refers to the change in
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Figure 13: Carbon emissions for clean (green), dirty (red) and combined (blue) depending
on p

the allocation of funds between different firm types, does not alter the relative profitability or
the hierarchy of firms. Overall, the income effect resulting from greenwashing interventions
benefits both dirty and clean firms, as it increases the availability of funding for marginal
borrower types. However, the substitution effect alone does not alter the relative ranking
or profitability of the different types of firms. But first, let us describe the effects of the
income effect caused by greenwashing not only on lending and capital requirements, but also
on carbon emissions:

Proposition 8 Let us suppose that the capital requirements for clean and dirty loans are
the same and dirty firms are the banks’ preferred type. Then greenwashing leads to higher
carbon emissions.

As we described before, greenwashing leads to lower capital requirements, which in turn
reduces the amount of equity needed to fund the same number of firms. This implies that
with a fixed amount of equity E, more firms can be funded, either dirty or clean, depending
on the specific circumstances. Let us denote by kC and kD the number of clean and dirty
firms, respectively, that are funded by banks. The values of kC and kD will depend on the
regulator’s belief p and the available equity E.

Altogether, there are more carbon emissions for the same equity, since we have:

p1 > p0 ⇒ e(p1) < e(p0)

⇒ kD(p1, E) + kC(p1, E) > kD(p0, E) + kC(p0, E)

⇒ ϕ(p1, E) = kD(p1, E)ϕD + kC(p1, E)ϕC

> kD(p0, E)ϕD + kC(p0, E)ϕC = ϕ(p0, E).

This effect is represented in Figure 13.
Let us summarize the effects of greenwashing, i. e. p1 > p0, for a common capital require-

ment function e(p) depending on the regulator’s belief p: Greenwashing leads to lower capital
requirements for both clean and dirty loans, making funding cheaper for banks. This allows
them to fund more firms with the same amount of equity. The income effect comes into
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play, where the increased funding leads to more dirty firms being funded until they are fully
funded. Dirty firms are preferred by banks, so they are prioritized in the funding process. If
all dirty firms are already fully funded, the remaining equity can be used to fund more clean
firms. This further increases the number of funded firms. The overall effect of greenwashing
is an increase in the combined carbon emissions. This is because more firms, both dirty and
clean, are funded, leading to higher economic activity and potentially more carbon-emitting
activities. Lower capital requirements also mean a higher deposit insurance subsidy for the
regulator. This implies that the regulator and society as a whole take on increased risk from
potential defaults of investments, which can have financial implications.

A less elastic capital requirement function, where the elasticity is less than one, can
mitigate the effects of greenwashing to some extent. With a less elastic function, the rel-
ative change in capital requirements is smaller compared to the change in the regulator’s
belief. This implies that greenwashing becomes more expensive to achieve the same effects
in terms of capital requirements. It raises the cost for firms to manipulate their reported
carbon emissions and financial positions, making it less attractive or feasible. However, it
is important to note that even with a less elastic capital requirement function, the negative
impacts of greenwashing on carbon emissions, lending, and deposit insurance cannot be fully
eliminated. The effects may be somewhat reduced, but they may still exist to some degree.
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Figure 14: Example for a step function e(p) for common capital requirements on clean and
dirty loans.

A.6 Capital requirements as step functions

If we consider the special case where the capital requirements for both loan types are
constant for different values of p but change at a specific probability p̃, we can mathematically
represent this using step functions.

In the case where the capital requirements for both loan types are the same and repre-
sented by a step function, let us consider a step function e that takes values in {e1, e2}, where
0 ≤ e1 < e2 ≤ 1. We define a threshold probability p̃ such that: e(p) = e2 for 0 ≤ p ≤ p̃ and
e(p) = e1 for p̃ < p ≤ 1. This step function captures the change in capital requirements at
the threshold probability p̃. For belief values below or equal to p̃, the capital requirement is
e2, and for belief values above p̃, the capital requirement is e1. An example for such a step
function is shown in Figure 14.

In this case, we consider that clean firms can invest with a capital amount KC and
dirty firms can invest with a capital amount KD, such that the capital requirement function
e changes from e1 to e2 and vice versa. We analyze the conditions under which firms of
different types are willing to invest to change the capital requirement function and examine
the implications of such a change on the deposit insurance subsidy. To determine when firms
are willing to invest, we consider the profitability of their investment compared to the cost
of changing the capital requirement function. Let rmax be the maximum achievable return
on equity for both clean and dirty firms.

Let us start with the case e(p) = e1:

• Dirty firms: Dirty firms are not willing to invest in changing the capital requirement
because it does not increase the number of funded firms. Additionally, investing would
lower their ROE. Therefore, there is no incentive for dirty firms to change the capital
requirement.

• Clean firms: Clean firms are also not willing to invest to change the capital requirement
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from e1 to e2. The reason is that the order of ROE does not change with the investment,
and there is no opportunity to secure higher funding than before. Investing in this
scenario only makes sense from a political standpoint if clean firms are currently not
funded at all. In that case, a change in the capital requirement could decrease funding
for dirty firms. However, if the ROE for clean firms falls below zero after the investment,
it becomes unsuitable for banks to fund them.

• Regulator’s deposit insurance subsidy: A shift from e1 to e2 would be beneficial for
the bank regulator. It would lower the deposit insurance subsidy required from the
regulator since higher capital requirements provide more stability to the financial sector
as a whole. This reduction in the deposit insurance subsidy increases the overall
stability of the financial system.

Next, let us consider the case e(p) = e2. Here, we consider different situations:

• Let us start with the case that E < e2ID:

– Dirty firms: Dirty firms are only willing to invest KD to change the capi-
tal requirement from e1 to e2 if the order of ROE does not change, i. e., if
rmax,KD

D (e1) > rmax
C (e1). In this case, more dirty firms can be funded. If E ≥ e1ID,

then all dirty firms are funded. Otherwise, the proportion of funded dirty firms
increases from E/(e2ID) to E/(e1ID).

– Clean firms: Clean firms are only willing to invest KC to change the capital
requirement from e2 to e1 if E ≥ e1ID. In this case, all dirty firms are funded,
and clean firms are partially funded with the remaining equity E − e1ID. If
E ≥ e1(ID + IC), then all firms are fully funded.

• Let e2ID < E < e2(ID + IC).

– Dirty firms: Since all dirty firms are already funded, they have no intention to
change the capital requirement from e2 to e1.

– Clean firms: Only a portion of clean firms is funded, specifically (E−e2ID)/(e2IC).
By changing the capital requirement from e2 to e1, more clean firms would be
funded. This is because (E − e2ID)/(e2IC) < (E − e1ID)/(e1IC) and if E ≥
e1(ID + IC), then all clean firms are funded.

• If E ≥ e2(ID + IC), all firms are already funded, and there is no intention to change
the capital requirement from e2 to e1 for any loan type.

• Regulator’s deposit insurance subsidy: A shift from e2 to e1 would increase the regula-
tor’s deposit insurance subsidy since it would lower the capital requirements. Therefore,
the bank regulator has no incentive to make this change as it does not support the
stability of the financial sector as a whole.

Moreover, from the carbon emissions’ point of view higher capital requirements, i. e.
e(p) = e2 would be more beneficial since this leads to lower the carbon emissions for fixed
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Figure 15: Example for a step functions eC(p) (green) and eD(p) (red) for different capital
requirements on clean and dirty loans, respectively.

equity E. This is because a lower number of firms is funded under higher capital require-
ments:

e1 < e2 ⇒ kD(e1, E) + kC(e2, E) > kD(e2, e) + kC(e2, E)

⇒ ϕ(e1, E) = kD(e1, E)ϕD + kC(e1, E)ϕC

> kD(e2, E)ϕD + kC(e2, E)ϕC = ϕ(e2, E).

Let us now analyze the case where are two different capital requirements for clean and
dirty loans, respectively, where both are step functions, i. e. eC ∈ {e1, e2} satisfying 0 ≤ e1 <
e2 ≤ 1 and where p̃ is such that eC(p) = e1 for 0 ≤ p ≤ p̃ and e(p) = e2 for p̃ < p ≤ 1 and
eD ∈ {e3, e4} satisfying 0 ≤ e3 < e4 ≤ 1 and where p∗ is such that eC(p) = e4 for 0 ≤ p ≤ p∗

and e(p) = e3 for p∗ < p ≤ 1. We assume that the bank regulator, being green-friendly, has
a higher capital requirement for dirty loans compared to clean ones when he supposes that
dirty firms are in the majority. It is mathematically expressed by e2 < e4 and e1 < e3. We
do not a priori assume that it also holds e2 < e3. An example for graphs of eC and eD is
shown in Figure 15.

Let us first consider the case where clean and dirty firms can invest KC,p̃ and KD,p̃,
respectively, such that eC changes from e1 to e2 and vice versa or they have the possibility to
invest KC,p∗ and KD,p∗ to change eD changes from e3 to e4 and vice versa. Let us analyze in
which cases, depending on ej and rmax, firms of different types are willing to invest to change
ej. Let us start with the case that p < min{p̃, p∗}, i. e. the regulator assumes a high portion
of dirty firms compared to clean ones. In this situation we have eC(p) = e1 and eD = e4.

• Let us assume that E < e4ID (otherwise all dirty firms are already funded). Dirty firms
are willing to invest KD,p̃ to change eD from e4 to e3 if their ROE remains higher than
that of clean firms. This greenwashing action increases the number of funded dirty
firms from E/(e4ID) to min{1, E/(e3ID)}. If all dirty firms are funded, the remaining
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equity E−e3ID is used to fund clean firms. If p̃ ≤ p∗, the capital requirements for clean
loans remain unchanged at e1, and a portion of (E−e3ID)/(e1IC) clean firms is funded.
If p̃ > p∗, the greenwashing of dirty firms also influences the capital requirements for
clean loans, increasing them from e1 to e2. This decrease in funding efficiency for clean
firms reduces the portion of funded clean firms to (E − e3ID)/(e2IC).

• If p∗ < p̃, clean firms have an incentive to engage in greenwashing by investing KC,p∗ .
Although this initially supports dirty firms by reducing their capital requirements, it
ultimately benefits clean firms. This action leads to lower capital requirements for dirty
loans, allowing more dirty firms to be funded, or if all dirty firms are already funded,
it frees up more equity for funding clean firms: E − e4ID < E − e3ID. If p

∗ ≥ p̃, clean
firms do not have an incentive to engage in greenwashing since it neither decreases
their capital requirements (it would increase to e2) nor increases those of dirty firms
(it would decrease to e3).

• From the perspective of the bank regulator, greenwashing actions are only beneficial
if they assume higher risk in funding clean firms. This would increase the capital
requirements for clean loans, potentially leading to a lower deposit insurance subsidy.
However, it may also result in a higher deposit insurance subsidy for dirty loans, which
is undesirable if there is more uncertainty associated with this firm type.

• In terms of carbon emissions, if only eD shifts from e4 to e3 while eC remains constant,
the emissions increase as more dirty firms and potentially more clean firms are funded.
If eC also shifts from e1 to e2, the funding of clean firms becomes more expensive,
leading to a decrease in the number of funded clean firms and, consequently, lower
carbon emissions.

Let us now consider the case that p > max{p̃, p∗}, i. e. the regulator assumes a high
portion of clean firms compared to dirty ones. In this situation eC(p) = e2 and eD(p) = e3
and there is no incentive for both firm types to do greenwashing. On the other hand it may
be beneficial to do brownwashing which we discuss next.

• Dirty firms do not have an incentive to engage in brownwashing because a new p < p∗

would increase their capital requirements, resulting in fewer dirty firms being funded.
There is also the risk that the ranking of the ROE between clean and dirty loans
changes, potentially leading to clean firms being funded first (since they have lower
capital requirements).

• Clean firms are only willing to invest KC,p̃ or KC,p∗ to change eC from e2 to e1 or eC
from e3 to e4 if more clean firms can be funded as a result. This can occur if dirty firms
are already fully funded and the portion of clean firms funded by the remaining equity
increases (e. g., if p∗ < p̃ and clean firms invest KC,p̃). Alternatively, a significant shift
in p can occur, decreasing the capital requirements for clean loans to e1 while increasing
those for dirty loans to e4. If this shift results in clean loans having a higher ROE than
dirty loans, clean firms will be funded first, and only the remaining equity E − e1IC
(if positive) will be available for funding dirty firms.
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• From the perspective of the bank regulator, brownwashing actions would be beneficial
if the regulator values the risk associated with dirty loans higher than that of clean
ones. By imposing higher capital requirements on dirty loans, the regulator reduces
the deposit insurance subsidy for this type.

• In terms of carbon emissions, if only eC shifts from e2 to e1 while eD remains constant,
the emissions increase as more clean firms are funded. If eD also shifts from e3 to
e1, the funding of dirty firms becomes more expensive, resulting in a lower number of
funded dirty firms and thus lower emissions. In the best-case scenario, if the shift is
significant enough that clean firms become the preferred type for banks and are funded
first, this would lead to fewer carbon emissions.

Last, let us consider the two cases in between. Let us start with the case that p∗ < p < p̃,
i. e, eC(p) = e1 and eD = e3.

• Dirty firms are not willing to invest KD,p̃ to change eC from e1 to e2 because they
already have a higher ROE compared to clean loans. Therefore, such a change would
not provide any advantages for them since they are already funded and do not have
the opportunity for increased funding.

• Clean firms do not have an incentive to engage in greenwashing by investing KC,p̃ to
change eC from e1 to e2 because it would result in higher capital requirements for them
without the potential for increased funding. However, clean firms may choose to engage
in brownwashing by investing KD,p∗ to change eD from e3 to e4. This only makes sense
if the ranking of the ROE between the two firm types changes, i. e., rmax

C (e1) < rmax
D (e4),

and clean firms are funded first.

• From the perspective of a green-friendly bank regulator, it would be beneficial if clean
firms engage in brownwashing and change the ranking of the ROE between the two firm
types. This would result in a lower subsidy required for deposit insurance compared to
the scenario without this change in probability. If the bank regulator assumes higher
risks in green investments, this shift would increase the subsidy for deposit insurance
of clean firms.

• In terms of carbon emissions, in this case, where the capital requirements for both loan
types are low, changes in capital requirements tend to result in lower emissions. If the
ranking between clean and dirty firms changes and clean firms are funded first, carbon
emissions can be significantly reduced.

Now, we consider the case of p̃ < p < p∗ eC(p) = e2 and eD = e4.

• Dirty firms are willing to engage in greenwashing by investing KD,p∗ to change eD from
e4 to e3 if the ranking of the ROE does not change (i. e., dirty firms are funded first)
and if not all dirty firms are already funded (i. e., E < e4ID). By changing eD from e4
to e3, more dirty firms can be funded by banks: If E > e3ID, all dirty firms are funded
(and the remaining equity is used for funding clean firms), and if E < e3ID, a portion
of E/(e3ID) of dirty firms receives funding (with no clean firms being funded).
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• Clean firms are only willing to engage in brownwashing by investing KC,p̃ to change
e from e2 to e1 if clean firms are only marginally funded by banks (i. e., e4ID < E <
e4ID + e2IC). In this case, there are more clean firms that receive funding since (E −
e4ID)/(e2IC) < (E−e4ID)/(e1IC). If the shift is large enough to change the ranking of
the ROE between dirty and clean loans, clean firms are funded first. If E > e1IC , all
clean firms are funded, and if E < e1IC , a portion of E/(e1IC) clean firms is funded.

• From the perspective of the bank regulator, the deposit insurance subsidy for dirty
loans decreases due to greenwashing, while it decreases for clean loans due to brown-
washing.

• In terms of carbon emissions, in this case, where the capital requirements for both loan
types are high, changes in them tend to result in higher emissions.

Summing up, the incentives for clean and dirty firms to engage in green- or brownwashing
depend on the specific baseline conditions, such as the capital requirements and the funding
status of each loan type. In cases where there are step functions in the capital requirements,
the analysis becomes more nuanced. When there is a common capital requirement function
for both loan types, both clean and dirty firms have an incentive to engage in greenwashing
in order to lower their capital requirements and make funding their investments cheaper.
However, this poses risks for the regulator, such as an increase in the deposit insurance
subsidy, as well as potential higher carbon emissions if the lower capital requirements lead
to increased funding of dirty firms.

Indeed, when there are different capital requirement functions for clean and dirty loans,
the dynamics become more complex. In the case of greenwashing by dirty firms, where
they lower their capital requirements, it would be reasonable for the regulator to keep the
capital requirements for clean loans constant. This ensures that the risk balance remains
intact and that the incentives for dirty firms to engage in greenwashing do not lead to an
excessive increase in funding for clean firms, potentially resulting in higher regulatory risks.
Conversely, if clean firms engage in brownwashing by lowering their capital requirements,
it would be prudent for the regulator to not only reduce the requirements for clean loans
but also simultaneously increase the requirements for dirty loans. This approach aims to
balance the risks associated with brownwashing, as lower requirements for clean loans may
lead to increased funding and potential instability, while higher requirements for dirty loans
help mitigate the risk of funding environmentally harmful activities and reduce carbon emis-
sions. By adjusting the capital requirements in this manner, the regulator can maintain a
risk-balanced approach, incentivize environmentally friendly investments, and mitigate the
potential negative impacts on both financial stability and the environment.
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